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1. 7 Steps to Get Your Child Reading (Louise Park) $24.99 $19.99

Generation Alpha is the swiper, pincher, tapper cohort, the first to grow up with devices in their
hands. They are breaking new ground as a result of technological advances, while adults are
having to navigate these uncharted waters. Literacy is the single most important thing we can
teach kids. If they can read, all other learning will follow. Learn how to futureproof children’s
literacy in a rapidly changing world, and give them the best chance of success. Based on scientific
research and presented in a friendly, accessible style for time-poor parents, the seven simple steps
will lead your Generation Alpha child to an irreplaceable love of reading.

2. 200 Minutes of Danger (Jack Heath) 

$14.99 $11.99

10 STORIES 10 DANGEROUS SITUATIONS 10 BRAVE KIDS 20 MINUTES TO ESCAPE Quinn
gets thrown overboard into an icy ocean. Can he outwit the circling shark? Ashling is watching a
history-making science experiment-but it’s about to go horribly wrong . . . Oscar hides from two
secret agents while something much more dangerous hunts all three of them! For all books in
this series type MINUTES OF DANGER in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Short
Stories-Action-Adventure-Thriller

3. A
 nzac Girl: The War Diaries of Alice Ross-King
(Kate Simpson and Jess Racklyeft) 

$24.99 $19.99

It was 1914 when Sister Alice Ross-King left Australia for the war. Nursing was her passion - all
she had ever wanted to do. But Alice couldn’t have imagined what she would see. She served
four long years and was brave, humble and endlessly compassionate. Using extracts from Alice’s
actual diaries kept in the Australian War Memorial, this story captures the danger, the heartache
and the history of the young nurse who would one day become the most decorated woman in
Australia. War-World War 1-Anzac Day-Australian History

4. Are These Hen’s Eggs? (Christina Booth) 

$24.99 $19.99

5. Beach Wombat (Susannah Chambers and Mark Jackson) 

$24.99 $19.99

Hen is counting the days until her eggs hatch. But one night a wild storm scatters them far and
wide. The other animals start searching high and low. But they all Hen’s eggs?
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Sun on the squeaky sand, Sun on the roo, Sun on the Riverland, Sun on me and...YOU! The beach
is a fascinating place for a little wombat ... until the rain comes! A heartwarming story inspired by
one of Australia’s most loved national parks, Wilsons Promontory. Australian Animals-Australiana
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6. Beast of Buckingham Palace, The (David Walliams) 

$22.99 $18.39
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7. Diddle That Dummed, The (Kes Gray and Fred Blunt) 

$24.99 $19.99

It is 2120 and London is in ruins. The young Prince Alfred has never known a life outside
Buckingham Palace – but when strange goings-on breach its walls and stalk the corridors in the
dead of night, he is thrust into a world of mystery, adventure and monsters. And when his mother,
the Queen, is dragged away to the Tower of London, Alfred must screw up his courage and battle
to save her, himself… and the entire city.
Flinty Bo Diddle is writing a tune for his fiddle. All his diddles have lined up nicely - except for one
who keeps going DUM, right in the middle! No matter what he tries he just can’t get this diddle to
diddle like it’s supposed to! A story about standing out from the crowd that will have you in fits of
giggles! Humour-Music-Frustration-Individuality

8. Dippy and the Dinosaurs (Jackie French and Bruce Whatley) $24.99 $19.99

Dippy the diprotodon is the BIGGEST and friendliest wombat who lived 100,000 years ago. Dippy
has dug a new hole. A BIG hole, which leads him to a strange new world - and even stranger new
friends. But do these giant creatures really just want to play? This is an hilarious story of prehistoric
daring and chaos set in the fascinating world of ancient Australian megafauna.

9. Eureka! A Story of the Goldfields (Mark Wilson) 

$26.99 $21.59

Molly and her father have emigrated to Australia to try their luck as gold prospectors in Ballarat,
Victoria. Life on the diggings is hard and Molly misses her mother, who died before they left England.
A Chinese teenager, Chen, shows Molly and her Papa how to pan for gold and helps them when
their food and money run out. Not everyone on the goldfields is friendly, however. Chen and other
Chinese diggers are often bullied and the police lock up miners who haven’t paid the exorbitant
gold licence fee. Before long, Molly, Papa and Chen are caught up in a protest that will become
known as the Eureka Rebellion - a legendary battle that will profoundly affect them all. Australian
History-Eureka Stockade-Goldfields-Eureka Rebellion-Multicultural HASS History Year 5
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20% OFF HIGHLIGHTS (1-20)
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10. Heart and Soul (Carol Ann Martin and Tull Suwannakit) 

$24.99 $19.99

11. Here in the Real World (Sara Pennypacker) 

$14.99 $11.99

12. It’s a No-Money Day (Kate Milner) 

$12.99 $10.39

13. Jack Courtney Adventure #1: Cloudburst (Wilbur Smith) 

$14.99 $11.99

14. Kindness Book, The (Todd Parr) 

$24.99 $19.99

15. Never Forget (Clare Hallifax and Simon O’Carrigan) 

$19.99 $15.99

16. Republic of Birds, The (Jessica Miller) 

$16.99 $13.59

17. Threads of Magic (Alison Croggon) 

$16.99 $13.59

18. Tiger Heart (Penny Chrimes) 

$14.99 $11.99

19. What a Lot of Nonsense (Sheena Knowles and Jonathan Bentley) 

$24.99 $19.99

20. What’s the Point of Maths (Dorling Kindersley) 

$24.99 $19.99

Charlie and his dog Louis are a musical team. Charlie plays the trumpet and Louis sings his ooh-ooh song. But when Charlie
falls ill, Louis is left on his own. Louis no longer sings. He no longer wags his tail. Until, one day, Louis hears the familiar notes
from a trumpet… Friendship-Music-Pets-Dogs-Homelessness

Ware can’t wait to spend summer ‘off in his own world’ and generally being left alone. But then his parents sign him up for
dreaded Rec camp, where he must endure Meaningful Social Interaction and whatever activities so-called ‘normal’ kids do.
On his first day Ware meets Jolene, a tough, secretive girl planting a garden in the rubble of an abandoned church next to the
camp. Soon Ware starts skipping Rec, creating a castle-like space of his own in the church lot. Jolene scoffs, calling him a
dreamer – he doesn’t live in the ‘real world’ like she does. As different as Ware and Jolene are, though, they have one thing
in common: for them, the lot is a refuge. And when their sanctuary is threatened, Ware vows to save the lot. But what does a
hero look like in real life? And what can two misfit kids do? Ages 10+ Differences-Acceptance-Companionship
‘Mum works really hard, but today there is no money left and no food in the cupboards.’ Forced to visit the local foodbank,
Mum feels ashamed that they have to rely on the kindness of others, but her young daughter can still see all the good in
her day like reading and drawing, and even the food bank. Maybe one day things will be different but for now together they
brighten up even the darkest of days. A moving insight into the sad rise and necessity of foodbanks from the perspective of
society’s most vulnerable. Poverty-Single Parent Family-Helplessness
Jack Courtney has lived in London his whole life. But this summer his parents are travelling to the Democratic Republic of the
Congo for a gorilla conference, and they’ve promised to take Jack and his friends with them. When his parents go missing in
the rainforest, abducted by mercenaries, nobody seems to have any answers. Jack is pretty sure that it’s got something to do
with the nearby tantalum mines, but he needs to prove it. Along with Amelia and Xander, Jack must brave the jungle to save
his parents. Standing in his way is a member of his own family - Caleb Courtney. There are western gorillas, forest elephants
and hippos. But there are also bandits, mercenaries and hostile tribes. The three friends will need their wits about them if they
are not only to save Jack’s parents, but their own lives too. Ages 11+
With his trademark bright colours and bold lines, Todd Parr takes on a topic more important than ever: being kind to each
other. This idea is both a perfect fit for Todd’s cheerful, child-friendly positivity and incredibly close to Todd’s own heart. No
matter what other people choose to do, you can always choose to be kind -- and what a wonderful thing to be! Today’s
parents and teachers are looking for ways to instil empathy and kindness in children at a young age - this book is the perfect
introduction to a timely and timeless topic.
Inspired by the extraordinary works of Australian artists painting the First World War as it happened around them, this evocative
book commemorates and explores the sacrifice of the soldiers, nurses who served and the families at home waiting for their
return. Illustrator Simon O’Carrigan has worked with war museum collections to curate, collate and recreate the original art to
produce heartbreaking illustrations in this one-of-a-kind Anzac book. Anzac Day-Australian History-War
Olga loves the stories of the old cartographers and pores over their ancient books and maps, trying to unlock their secrets.
Sometimes, she thinks she can even feel through the maps- almost see into them-as if by magic. But magic is banned in
Tsaretsvo, ever since the war with the birds that divided the kingdom, and the powerful magic-wielding Iagas have long been
banished. Now, any young girl who shows signs of being an Iaga is whisked away to Bleak Steppe-to a life, so the story
goes, of unspeakable punishment. When the bird army kidnaps Olga’s sister in a surprise attack on the human kingdom,
Olga realises she has to venture into the Republic of Birds to bring her back. But first, she must learn to unlock her magical
ability. Inspired by Russian folklore, The Republic of Birds is a rich middle-grade fantasy adventure for readers of Karen Foxlee,
Jessica Townsend and Philip Pullman. Ages 10+
Pip lives on his wits in the city of Clarel. When he pickpockets the wrong man, he finds himself in possession of a strange
object – a heart in a silver casket. What’s more, the heart seems to be trying to communicate with Pip, and the royal officials
who lost it will stop at nothing to get it back. Pip has unwittingly broken an ancient spell, and his theft will have far-reaching
consequences for the whole city. As the ancient war between the Spectres and witches of Clarel reignites, the heart prepares
to seek revenge for all it has suffered… Ages 9+
Fly never meant to end up in a cage with a man-eating tiger. And though she’s sure she’s no princess, when the tiger
addresses her as ‘your majesty’, she can’t help but vow to free him and return him home. But the bird-filled jungles and cloudtopped mountains of the tiger’s homeland are an ocean away. And not everyone wants the tiger - or Fly - to get there alive.
With dark and dangerous forces working against them, will Fly be able to fulfil her promise and maybe - just maybe - become
the queen her tiger knows her to be? Ages 9+
Dear reader, please take time to note Two ways to read this book I wrote. The first way is for everyone, Just read the book,
enjoy the fun. The second way will challenge those who like to look beyond the prose. Who’d like to ACT just like a ‘cat’ (And
that’s an anagram, in fact). Join in the fun with a host of quirky animals, and find out why a bear doesn’t want to be bare, a
seal goes to a sale, and a dingo is doing a dance. Language-Interactive-Anagrams-Imagination-Rhyming Text-Nonsense
Incredible historical and contemporary stories explore the often surprising origins of the maths we use today, from number
sequences to trigonometry. Crazy facts, magic tricks, and mathematical brainteasers will amuse and entertain even the most
reluctant math students. Find out why an hour has 60 rather than 100 minutes and how prime numbers keep the internet
working. Colourful and uncluttered illustrations make mathematical explanations easy to grasp in seconds and make this userfriendly book simple to navigate and a joy to browse and read.

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (21-70)

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

21. Anzac Tree, The (Christina Booth) 

$15.99 $14.40

22. Australian Baby Animals (Frane Lessac) 

$24.99 $22.50

23. Australians All Love Easter Eggs (Colin Buchanan and Sarah Hardy) 

$17.99 $16.20

Inspired by the story of two soldiers who planted two trees on their farm before they headed to the Great War, the story of the
Anzac Tree is one that looks at the lives of those left behind in times of war.

With one animal baby featured on each double page spread, this colourful introduction to iconic Australian creatures groups
them according to their baby names: joeys, hatchlings, fry, chicks, puggles, pups and platypups. The animals cover the full
gamut of family groups: from marsupials to monotremes and reptiles to birds. Each baby animal is described by one line of
text (in bold type). And there’s a special additional fact for extra interest. Australian Animals-Australiana
Australians all love Easter eggs of every size and shape. When Aussies see an Easter egg they say, You beauty, mate! The
Aussie animals love doing an Easter egg hunt. But the poor critters at Bunyip Creek never get any Easter eggs! It’s just too
hard for the Easter bunny to get there. Can the other Aussie animals help the Easter bunny make it to Bunyip Creek?
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AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (21-70)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

24. Banana is a Banana, A (Justine Clarke and Heath McKenzie) 

$19.99 $18.00

25. Bantam and the Soldier, The (Jennifer Beck and Robyn Belton) 

$15.99 $14.40

26. Book of Stone (Mark Greenwood and Coral Tulloch) 

$27.99 $22.39

27. Bronte: Me and My Boots (Penny Harrison and Evie Barrow) 

$19.99 $18.00

28. Bumblebunnies: Balloon, The (Graeme Base) 

$16.99 $15.30

29. Cats Do Not Like Birthdays (Nicki Greenberg) 

$19.99 $15.99

30. Claris: Bonjour Riviera (Megan Hess) 

$24.99 $22.50

31. Classic Fairytales: Tortoise and the Hare (Bruce Whatley) 

$17.99 $16.20

32. Cooee Mittigar (Jasmine Seymour and Leanne Mulgo Watson) 

$24.99 $19.99

33. Daisy Runs Wild (Caz Goodwin and Ashley King) 

$19.99 $18.00

34. Duck, Apple, Egg (Glenda Millard and Martina Heiduczek) 

$24.99 $22.50

35. Easter Bunnyroo, The (Susannah Chambers and Laura Wood) 

$19.99 $18.00

36. Extraordinary! (Penny Harrison and Katie Wilson) 

$24.99 $19.99

37. Gift, The (Michael Speechley) 

$24.99 $19.99

38. Go Away Glob! (Sarah Elliot Smythe and Simon Howe) 

$24.99 $22.50

If an eggplant really grew eggs, chickens would be out of a job. If a catfish was really made of cats, then it might get chased
by a dog. And a banana is a banana. That’s what it’s called, I don’t know why. Join the band for some fun with words and
rhymes in this laugh-out-loud picture book based on the award-winning song ‘A Banana is a Banana’. From household name
Justine Clarke (actress, singer, children’s entertainer) and musician extraordinaire Josh Pyke comes a laugh-out-loud picture
book based on the song ‘A Banana is a Banana’. Language-Rhyme-Imagination
It is wartime. In the midst of the fighting and devastation, an unusual friendship is formed. A delightful and poignant story that
touches on humanity and unexpected friendship in times of war. At the heart of the story is a little bantam character children
will instantly warm to.
Every stone has a story, the echo of a memory, a walk in the wilderness, a time and a place lived and loved. This book is about these
stones. Every stone has its own unique story – and everybody needs a story stone and a book to collect it in! Mark Greenwood has
collected stones of all shapes and sizes since he was a kid and now he wants to share his passion in a book (unlike all other other
rock and mineral books) that explains the special connection that can be enjoyed when one pays attention to the stones that are all
around us and can mean so much, if we take the time to appreciate them. History-Geology-Rocks and Minerals
In Me and My Boots, Bronte rejects the label bossy boots, and in introducing us to her family and friends, offers up alternative
ways to describe assertive girls like herself. Mum calls them my brave-girl boots. My bold-as-brass, adventure boots. I’m off
to snare the dragon boots. I’ll drag him home for tea. My teacher calls them bustling boots. My buckle-down-to-business
boots. I’m the best at jobs boots. I’m busy as a bee. Individuality-Difference
Wuffle the puppy, Lou the kitten and Billington the duck are looking forward to a quiet afternoon in the garden. But a stray
balloon is heading for the rose bush. Oh no! When disaster strikes, who will save the day? For all other titles in this series
type BUMBLEBUNNIES into the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Superheroes-Friendship-Problem Solving

Presents! Games! Cake! Everyone loves a party, right? Well, not everyone. And definitely not Kit. THE CHAOS. THE
CHILDREN. THE CHASEY! It’s more than a cat can bear! All Kit wants is a quiet place to hide away from the noise. And maybe
he’s not the only one . . . A shout-out (whisper) to the not-so-loud, with treats for every kind of party guest.

‘Pack your bags darling Claris, try not to delay. We’re off to the French Riviera – today!’ A sweet little mouse, a new friend and
a seaside adventure on the French Riviera. The third Claris book from acclaimed fashion illustrator Megan Hess.
This classic tale about a race between a confident hare and a humble tortoise has been illustrated and retold by Australian
children’s books creator, Bruce Whatley. For all books in this series type CLASSIC FAIRYTALES in the search facility at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au Fables
‘Warami mittigar. Hello friend. We welcome you to Darug Country.’ Cooee Mittigar, meaning Come Here Friend, is an invitation
to yana (walk), on Darug Country. In this stunning picture book, Darug creators Jasmine Seymour and Leanne Mulgo Watson
tell a story on Darug Songlines, introducing children and adults-alike to Darug Nura (Country) and language. Greeted by Mulgo,
the black swan, readers are welcomed to Nura. Journeying through the seasons, Mulgo describes the land, skyscape, birds,
animals and totems. It is a gentle guide to how Darug people read the seasons, knowing when it is time to hunt and time to
rest. It is also an appeal to remember, offering new ways of seeing and reading the lands of the surrounding Sydney region.
With Darug language interspersed with English and an extensive glossary throughout, Cooee Mittigar presents an important
tool for learning, told as a tender story with exquisite illustrations. Aboriginal Studies-Language-Indigenous LanguageDarug Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures
Daisy has gone bonkers! On her daily walk, she unexpectedly leaps into the air and takes off around the park. Confused and
embarrassed, Jasper runs after Daisy – interrupting a yoga class, ruining a game of cricket and accidentally pushing poor posh
Mrs Pallot into the pond! Can Jasper get to the bottom of Daisy’s behaviour amidst all of the hullabaloo? Humour-Calamity
Duck on the green, sun in the sky, egg in the nest, apple on the tree, and me. From multi-award-winning author Glenda Millard
comes a delightfully simple story about the joys of playing in a garden. Beautifully illustrated by Martina Heiduczek, this poetic
book will be treasured by families everywhere. Nature-Garden-Imagination Play
Last week my dad found an orphan who needs our help. She has LONG ears and BIG feet and a BUILT-IN BASKET. He says
she’s a joey but I know who she really is - THE EASTER BUNNY! A very Australian Easter story about an understandable
misunderstanding. Easter-Celebrations
A gentle tale about reaching for the stars and being extraordinary . . . but remembering the ordinary too. Extraordinary!
celebrates the best moments in life: the ones we share with friends and family. They may be simple, they may be ordinary, but
they are moments we will cherish forever.
The house across the road looks abandoned, but Rosie knows someone lives there. She decides to give her mystery
neighbour a gift - something different, something unusual, something surprising. Something her mum would have been proud
of. Championing simple acts of kindness, this exquisite picture book explores the importance of friendship and the joy of
giving. Death/Bereavement-Grief-Courage-Neighbours-Loss-Community-Mental Health-Kindness
Jimmy blinked away tears. What if I get it wrong like last time? Glob hovered over him, like an angry rain cloud blocking out
the sun. Jimmy looked down and shook his head. “Go away, Glob,” Jimmy thought. Everyone feels anxious or scared from
time to time. It is a normal human emotion. Like when you almost fall or when you see a snake. It’s your body’s natural ‘fight,
flight or freeze’ response. Mental Health-Depression-Anxiety

39. Grug Goes to School (Ted Prior) 

$9.99 $9.00

What will you learn at school today with Grug? This classic Aussie hero is back from the bush to enchant a new generation of
youngsters! Ted Prior’s bestselling Grug series is beloved by early readers and parents alike and has sold more than a million
copies in Australia alone. For all books in this series type GRUG in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Hardback

40. How to Be a Giraffe (Thea Baker) 

$16.99 $15.30

41. I Love Easter (Anna Walker) 

$17.99 $16.20

42. I See, I See (Robert Henderson) 

$19.99 $15.99

Joffrey might have horns, a tail and a long neck, but his stripy fur is causing quite the stir. Everyone knows that giraffes have
spots! But if Joffrey isn’t a giraffe, what could he be? Lots of fun to read aloud, this charming and heartfelt picture book
celebrates the joy of embracing who we are.
Meet Ollie - a gorgeous, lively zebra - Fred the dog and all of Ollie’s friends. In I Love Easter, join Ollie and Fred as they visit
the Easter fair, make hats for the Easter parade, and have fun on the egg hunt.
A dynamic interactive picture book for two, designed to be read right side up and upside down at the same time. A book
for one? A book for two? A book for different points of view. I See, I See is a playful, rhyming call-and-answer conversation
between two readers, each of whom view the page from a different perspective: I see water, I see sky, I see swimming, I see
fly! Perspective-Sharing
3

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (21-70)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

43. Izzy and Frank (Katrina Lehman and Sophie Beer)

$24.99 $22.50

44. Jelly-Boy (Nicole Godwin and Christopher Nielsen) 

$24.99 $22.50

45. Jumble (Radhiah Chowdhury and Connah Brecon) 

$24.99 $22.50

46. Jurassica: A Beginner’s Field Guide (Lance Balchin) 

$24.99 $19.99

47. Little Ned (Michael Wagner and Adam Carruthers) 

$24.99 $22.50

48. Macca the Alpaca BIG BOOK (Matt Cosgrove)

$39.99 $36.00

49. Monkey’s Tail (Alex Rance and Shane McG) 

$19.99 $18.00

50. Moonfish (Graeme Base) 

$26.99 $21.59

51. Morphing Murphy (Robert Favretto and Tull Suwannakit) 

$24.95 $22.46

52. Mr Chicken All Over Australia (Leigh Hobbs) 

$24.99 $19.99

Izzy loved her island. But most of all, she loved Frank the seagull. Izzy and Frank spend blue-sky-sunny days and grey-cloudrainy days roaming and playing by the sea. But when Izzy has to leave her lighthouse and island life behind to move to the
city, she also has to say goodbye to Frank. The city is crowded and noisy, and Izzy misses the sand and the sea. Can Izzy
find a place for herself in her new home? And will she ever see Frank again? Adventure-Individuality-Friendship-IdentityResilience-New School-Moving House
What happens when a jellyfish falls in love with a plastic bags she mistakes for a jelly-boy? Jelly-Boy is different. He is big and
strong. And not as wobbly as the other Jelly-boys. By the time Jelly-Girl discovers the dangerous truth about her new friend,
it may already be too late. This is an inventive approach to tackling a conservation issue that is plaguing our world: too much
plastic in the ocean. Thid is a story with the potential to open up an important dialogue. Environmental Issues-PollutionRubbish-Waste - Sustainability
Audrey found her first word by accident. She soon found more words of adventure and fun, words that were lovely to hear
and delicious to say. And then Audrey found the best word of all.
Welcome to future Earth. All wildlife has been replaced by mechanical creatures – developed by humans, but evolving
autonomously. Jurassica were created to provide humans with safety against the increasingly deadly Mechanica that are
sweeping the globe, but the strength and ferocity of these new hybrid dinosaur species pose an unforeseen risk to the whole
of humanity. Welcome to the world of Jurassica.
Every morning, Little Ned puts on his pants, his shirt, his shoes and, while he’s at it, his heavy-duty chest armour, his spikey
metal gauntlets, his razor-sharp sword and his iron helmet. What could possibly go wrong? Hilarious and heartwarming,
surprising and brilliantly drawn, Little Ned is a story about the pitfalls of being too careful.

Macca the Alpaca is small, kind and friendly. His days are easy and carefree until he accidentally bumps head-first into Harmer
the llama. Harmer is big, unkind and never, ever friendly... Can little Macca find a way to teach Harmer a lesson he’ll never forget?
Howler Monkey was one of the best climbers in the whole jungle - until the day he landed on his tail with a big thump. He
kept smiling and playing with his friends, but on the inside he was very sad... What if he could never climb again? Can Howler
Monkey get his confidence back and reset his sense of self? A gorgeous picture book about resilience and change, sharing
worries and staying positive.

The fish that live in the pond beneath the dragon-moon are happy. They know the moon will keep them safe. But it was not
always like this . . . There was a time when they looked to the skies with fear The acclaimed creator of Animalia brings us a
stunning tale of magical, dream-like worlds hidden beneath the surface and wild and wonderful creatures above. A moving,
visually gorgeous fable about family, belonging and growing up to be more than you ever dreamed possible. Family UnitBelonging-Survival-Journey-Bullying-Home-Fable
Murphy likes his life just the way it is – swimming in his weedy pond, slurping up algae and rotting water plants. But then things
begin to change...and he’s not the only one caught by surprise!

Australia is big, but so is Mr Chicken. He can’t wait to go everywhere, see everything and meet everyone. Luckily, a helpful
marsupial from Tourist Information helps Mr Chicken organise his hectic itinerary. This book is dedicated to the many children,
teachers and librarians Leigh Hobbs met as the 2016-2017 Australian Children’s Laureate. For all books in this series type
MR CHICKEN in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australia-Australiana-People and Places-LandmarksLetter Writing-Travel

53. My Country 10th Anniversary Edition (Dorothea MacKellar and Andrew McLean)  $17.99 $16.20

I love a sunburnt country, A land of sweeping plains, Of ragged mountain ranges, Of droughts and flooding rains. I love her
far horizons, I love her jewel-sea, Her beauty and her terror, The wide brown land for me! Dorothea MacKellar’s iconic poem,
beautifully illustrated by Andrew McLean, depicts Australia in all its contrasts.

54. My Friends Are All Different (Rosie Smith and Bruce Whatley) 

$17.99 $16.20

55. Nali (Dan Sultan and Rhys Graham) 

$17.99 $16.20

56. No Place for an Octopus (Claire Zorn) 

$24.95 $19.96

57. Painted Ponies (Alison Lester) 

$24.99 $19.99

58. Return of Thelma the Unicorn (Aaron Blabey) 

$17.99 $14.39

59. Roly Poly (Mem Fox and Jane Dyer) 

$19.99 $18.00

60. Roo Knows Blue (Renee Treml) 

$19.99 $18.00

61. Thelma the Unicorn BIG BOOK (Aaron Blabey) 

$39.99 $36.00

Whether big or small, slow or fast, friends can come in all shapes and sizes. My Friends Are All Different is a wonderful
celebration of friendship, illustrated with delightful animals.
When Nali was born, she was the smallest bird on the iceberg. She also has a crooked wing, and a very, very big heart...
Join Nali as she learns to fly, and takes off on an adventure that takes her around the world, making friends along the way.
Achievement-Family Unit-Encouragement
No Place for an Octopus is a sweet and sensory journey about an unusual friendship between a boy and an octopus. After
discovering an octopus in the rock pools at the beach, the boy imagines all of the adventures they could share if he took
the octopus home. His realisation that the octopus may be happier where he currently is - in the rock pools - uncovers a
deeper conservation message about how animals are best left in their natural environment. Environment-Habitats-Decision
Making-Imagination-Conservation
A little girl whose family runs a travelling show falls in love with some wild ponies...but what will she do when she realises they long
to be set free? Matilda loves staying at Grandma Lucky’s, riding Luna in the front paddock and playing with the painted ponies
in their carved wooden wagon. The gold palomino, the chestnut, the bay, the pinto, the brown and the dappley grey. One day,
Lucky tells Matilda about when she was a little girl and the real ponies were her friends... A big, beautiful story about friendship and
freedom, from Australia’s favourite picture book creator, Alison Lester. Horse Lovers-Friendship-Circus-Freedom-Outback
Thelma the Unicorn didn’t like being famous, so she fled the spotlight and disappeared . . . But the world was heartbroken!
We miss our UNICORN! Thelma, it’s time to get your sparkle back on… For all books in this series type THELMA in the search
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Friendship-Unicorns-Fame-Self Esteem-Acceptance
Roly Poly the polar bear loves being an only child. His bed is only his. The fish he catches are only his. And he doesn’t have
to share his toy walrus tooth with anyone. But then along comes baby Monty. Roly Poly did not ask for a little brother and he
certainly does not want one now! What is Roly Poly to do when Monty starts making him share his bed and fish and walrus
tooth? Sibling Rivalry-Siblings-Responsibility-Family Unit
Who knows blue? Roo knows blue! But does Roo know other colours too? Sing along with Roo and Possum as they practise
their colours. A joyous celebration of colour in the Australian bush from bestselling author-illustrator Renee Treml.
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Thelma is an ordinary pony who longs to be more. One day, she spots a carrot on the ground and comes up with a brilliant
idea! She ties it to her head, just before a skidding truck spills pink paint and glitter all over her! Presto! Thelma is a unicorn!
Thelma quickly rises to fame, but does she really want all the attention? Or would she be happier as her old self again?

AUSTRALIAN PICTURE BOOKS (21-70)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

62. Three (Stephen Michael King) 

$24.99 $19.99

63. Tiny Star, The (Mem Fox and Freya Blackwood) 

$24.99 $19.99

64. Top Koala (Jackie French and Matt Shanks) 

$24.99 $22.50

65. Trip to the Beach, A (Gwyn Perkins) 

$24.99 $19.99

66. Trouble in the Surf (Stephanie Owen Reeder and Briony Stewart) 

$24.99 $19.99

67. Waltzing Matilda (AB Paterson and Freya Blackwood) 

$17.99 $16.20

68. What Colour is the Sea? (Katie Stewart) 

$24.99 $22.50

69. W
 indcatcher: Migration of The Short-Tailed Shearwater
(Diane Jackson Hill and Craig Smith) 

$24.99 $22.50

70. Zoo School (Heath McKenzie) 

$17.99 $16.20

One, two, three . . . Every day was a hop and a skip for Three. He was happy to walk from here to there, wherever his nose
led, or wherever his legs took him . . . all the way to new friends. Friendship-Acceptance-Differences-Home-Single Parent
Family-Pets-Dogs
Once upon a time, although this happens all the time, a tiny star fell to earth . . .This touching and timeless story combines, for
the first time, the talents of world-renowned author Mem Fox with the heartwarming illustrations of Freya Blackwood. These
two luminaries craft a truly unique and moving story about the journey of life, to be cherished and shared for generations to
come. Lifecycles-Love-Family Unit-Community-Kindness-Caring-Diversity-Inclusion-Inclusivity
This Koala just has to be on top! I am top of every tree! Top is always best to be. And this koala is determined to be at the
very top of EVERYTHING. From a mast in the Sydney to Hobart yacht race to the Parliament House flagpole in Canberra, this
koala travels around Australia and tops it all! The sequel to the delightfully funny Koala Bare, internationally renowned author
Jackie French and talented illustrator Matt Shanks have created another ... top-notch book.
Today’s the day - Iggy’s going to catch a wave all alone! Or at least that’s what Grandad thinks. Iggy isn’t quite so sure. What
follows is an unforgettable beach adventure that involves the best sandcastle ever built, fish and chips for lunch, lots of boats
and a few perfect waves. Here is a story about the unique beauty of the Australian coast, the universal magic of the ocean
and the importance of finding your own way. Adventure-Beach-Swimming-Water Safety-Exploration
It’s a hot summer’s day in Sydney Town, and nine-year-old cousins Charlie Smith and Rupert Swallow can’t wait to dive into the
surf at Bondi Beach. But the beach can be a dangerous place. Out past the breakers, where the seagulls swoop and soar, lurks a
strong rip that can drag unsuspecting swimmers out to sea. Travel back in time to January 1907, and join Charlie and Rupert on a
true-life, heart-stopping seaside adventure. Australian History-Surf Lifesaving-Swimming-Water Safety-Beach-Sydney-Bondi
This famous ballad of the outback wanderer who drowned himself rather than lose his freedom needs no introduction. There
is no swagman as legendary as the tragic hero of this tale, and there is no Australian song as well-known throughout the
world. Here the famous ballad is given new depth and perspective. Freya Blackwood has explored the intriguing background
behind the writing of this song, and has shown us not just the lively story of a proud outback larrikin, but also a glimpse into
the clashes and struggles that were so formative of Australian history. Australian History-Australiana
Koala has a question for her friends - what colour is the sea? But they all give her different answers, and Koala doesn’t know
who to believe. Owl suggests she finds out for herself. Koala sets off for the sea, only to discover that all her friends are right
- the sea is no colour and many colours. A beautiful tale of discovery and perception.
A short-tailed shearwater flies from the edge of the Southern Ocean to the rim of the Arctic Circle – and back – every year.
This remarkable 30,000 kilometre journey is driven by seabird law. Instinct and community will guide her. A wingspan the size
of a child’s outstretched arms will support her. But first, she must catch the wind… Based on birds that live on Griffith Island,
near Port Fairy, Victoria, Windcatcher is a tale of migration, conservation and survival that begins with one small bird called
Hope. Australian Birds-Migration-Conservation
There are gorillas in the classroom and zebras in the hall! In the gymnasium, llamas are having a ball! The playground is packed
with TOO MANY CREATURES . . . What’s going on? Where are the TEACHERS?! What would you do if your school was A ZOO?!

OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (71-105)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

71. 100 First Things to Know BOARD BOOK (Dorling Kindersley) 

$19.99 $18.00

72. All You Need Is Love (Emma Chichester Clark) 

$14.99 $13.50

Learn important vocabulary and build knowledge. From colours, shapes, and numbers, to science, art, nature, and weather this
first word and picture book is filled with 100 useful things that will stimulate children’s natural curiosity about the world around
them. As they point to the pictures and say the words, children will identify lots of important things to know - they’ll soon recognize
colours, shapes, and patterns, count to 10, name different types of weather and seasons, and learn some animal life cycles.
Plum loves everyone. She loves her mummy and daddy and she especially loves her best friends, Rocket, Esther, Bean and
Jakey. Her favourite part of the day is when she chases her best friends around the park. But when new dogs try to join in,
Plum isn’t so sure. Do they really need new friends? Especially ones as big as Otto, as old as Bounder, or as tiny as Milly? In
this heartwarming tale, Plum learns what it really means to be a friend and how much fun new ones can be - especially when
you give them a chance. Relationships-Love-Dogs

73. Asterix #38: Asterix and the Chieftain’s Daughter (Jean-Yves Ferri and Didier Conrad) $19.99 $18.00

Upheavals and pandemonium are definitely on the horizon! The daughter of the famous Gaulish chieftain Vercingetorix is being
hunted down by the Romans. She secretly finds refuge in the village of our indomitable Gauls - the only place in Romanoccupied Gaul that can guarantee her protection. And let’s just say that having this very special teenager around will cause a
fair few intergenerational ructions... For all books in this series type ASTERIX in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

74. Best Place in the World, The (Petr Horacek) 

$24.99 $22.50

75. Cool Bean, The (John Jory and Pete Oswald) 

$24.99 $22.50

76. Creature Choir, The (David Walliams and Tony Ross) 

$24.99 $22.50

77. Dinky Donkey, The (Craig Smith and Katz Cowley) 

$17.99 $14.39

A heart-warming picture book following an inquisitive hare as he discovers that the best place in the world is always with the
people you love. “Do you think this is the best place in the world?” Hare asks his friends, Rabbit, Bear, Duck and Owl. Certain
there must be somewhere better out there, Hare sets out on an adventure that takes him to mountains higher than the clouds,
sun-kissed beaches and starlit deserts. But even the most beautiful place isn’t perfect without friends to share it with, and
perhaps the best place in the world is actually closer than Hare thinks. Friendship
Everyone knows the cool beans. They’re sooooo cool. And then there’s the uncool has-bean . . .Always on the sidelines, one
bean unsuccessfully tries everything he can to fit in with the crowd-until one day the cool beans show him how it’s done. With
equal measures of humor, wit, and charm, the #1 New York Times bestselling duo Jory John and Pete Oswald craft another
incredible picture book, reminding us that it’s cooler to be kind. Acceptance-Differences-Identity-Individuality
There’s more than one star of the show this Christmas… In fact, there’s a whole choir of them! Warble the walrus LOVES to
sing. Unfortunately, she is not very good at it! And when her atrocious warbling causes an avalanche, the other walruses leave
her all alone. But when you SING like no-one is listening, SOMETIMES, they start to hear you…
Wonky Donkey has a daughter with the same rambunctious spirit as her dad. Kids, parents and their loved ones will enjoy the
hilarity and cumulative read-aloud fun. This adorable pint-sized donkey has beautiful long eyelashes, loves to listen to rowdy
music, has a very cool spiky haircut ... and sometimes smells a bit bad (like her Dad!) She’s a blinky, punky, stinky ... you
know how it goes ... dinky donkey! Wonky and Dinky become the perfect duo to get even more young children reading (and
hopefully some more grandmothers, too)! Cumulative Text
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OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (71-105)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

78. Dumazi and the Big Yellow Lion Book and CD (Valanga Khoza and Matt Ottley) $24.99 $22.50

On her way to the waterhole, Dumazi finds a big yellow lion caught in a trap. Please save my life and set me free, he begs.
But Dumazi knows that lions roaming free eat little Zulu girls like her… Bravery-Freedom-Compassion-Africa-Environment

79. Gnome (Fred Blunt) 

$24.99 $22.50

80. Golden Acorn, The (Katy Hudson) 

$27.99 $25.20

81. Great Eggscape! The (John Jory and Pete Oswald) 

$24.99 $22.50

82. Grumpycorn (Sarah McIntyre) 

$17.99 $16.20

83. Here We Are: Notes for Living On Planet Earth Book and CD (Oliver Jeffers) 

$19.99 $18.00

84. I Am Not an Elephant (Karl Newsome and Ross Collins) 

$14.99 $13.50

85. Invisible Leash, The (Patricia Karst and Joanne Lew-Vriethoff) 

$24.99 $22.50

86. Knock Knock Superhero (Caryl Hart and Nick East) 

$24.99 $22.50

87. Love from the Crayons (Drew Daywalt and Oliver Jeffers) 

$14.99 $13.50

88. Meet the Planets (Caryl Hart and Bethan Woollvin) 

$22.99 $20.70

89. Oi Puppies! (Kes Gray and Jim Field) 

$24.99 $19.99

90. Only a Tree Knows How to Be a Tree (Mary Murphy)

$24.99 $22.50

91. Please Don’t Eat Me (Liz Climo) 

$24.99 $22.50

92. Problem with Problems, The (Rachel Rooney and Zehra Hicks) 

$17.99 $16.20

93. Ready, Rabbit? (Fiona Roberton) 

$24.99 $22.50

94. Rhythm of the Rain (Grahame Baker-Smith) 

$16.99 $15.30

95. Some Dinosaurs Are Small (Charlotte Voake) 

$24.99 $22.50

Discover how garden gnomes came to exist in this laugh-out-loud cautionary tale from the author of Santa Claus vs The
Easter Bunny. Mr Gnome is a grumpy little fellow. He’s really quite rude and he is definitely NOT cute. So when Miss Witch
asks him to kindly stop fishing in her pond, Mr Gnome is in danger of finding out exactly what happens to gnomes who say
‘NO!’ Cautionary Tale-Humour-Manners-Behaviour Problems
Whoosh Squirrel takes off at full speed through the autumn leaves. But pump the brakes because this year The Golden Nut
Hunt race it is a team event. Squirrel reluctantly enlists her friends and is not impressed. Will Squirrel’s competitive spirit take
over or will she learn how to be a team player.

The Great Eggscape is when the Good Egg and his pals escape their carton and drop into the store for a morning of fun,
enjoyed by everybody. Well, almost everybody. Shel (an egg) isn’t a huge fan of group activities, especially when he’s made to
be “It” for a game of hide-and-seek. Nevertheless, Shel doesn’t want to let his friends down, so he reluctantly plays, anyway.
But after a morning of hiding and seeking, somebody’s still missing. Will the dozen eggs friends ever be reunited? Find out in
this hilarious egg hunt adventure that reminds us to break out of our shells and help our friends in need! Includes two sticker
sheets, perfect for decorating your own eggs. Humour-Friendship-Anxiety-Teamwork
Unicorn wants to write the most fabulous story in the world. He has a fancy notebook. A special fluffy pen. He has everything
just perfect. But Unicorn has NO IDEA what to write! When his friends try to join in, will Unicorn turn into a... GRUMPYCORN?
Feelings/Emotions-Anger-Moods-Friendship-Remorse-Writing

This book and CD edition of the exquisite and thought-provoking Here We Are comes with heartfelt, award-winning audio,
read by the internationally best-selling creator himself, Oliver Jeffers! Well, hello. And welcome to this Planet. We call it Earth.
Our world can be a bewildering place, especially if you’ve only just got here. Your head will be filled with questions, so let’s
explore what makes our planet and how we live on it. Some things about our planet are pretty complicated, but things can
be simple, too: you’ve just got to be kind.
This laugh-out-loud story is about a bold and imaginative Mouse who is accused of being an elephant by a gecko. Despite
having a pointy nose and flappy ears, Mouse is definitely not an elephant – but could Mouse be an owl, a sheep, a yak, or a
cow? Mouse persuades the others that it’s what is on the inside that counts - and maybe Mouse is actually a Moose?
After Zach’s dog, Jojo, dies, his friend Emily tries to comfort him with the “best news ever”: an invisible leash around our hearts
connects everyone to their pets no matter where they are, on this Earth or somewhere beyond... Maybe they are even near
right now. Zach is sceptical, saying he only believes in what he can see, but Emily lets him find his own way to eventually
come to feel the comforting tug of the Invisible Leash. And once again, Zach can sleep peacefully. Patrice Karst’s gentle story
celebrates the love, warmth, and joy that animals give us in this life and beyond, and is sure to become the new go-to book
for children about pet loss. Death/Bereavement-Pets
Knock, knock! There’s a superhero at the door! Pasta Man has run out of Pasta Power. . . Can our young hero help him to get
his powers back and defeat evil Madame Chilli, who wants to rule the world with lashings of chilli sauce? With action-packed
adventure and bright, detailed artwork, this is the ultimate fun-filled counting storybook!

Celebrate Valentine’s Day – and love – with the number 1 bestselling Crayons! Love is yellow and orange. Because love is
sunny and warm. Discover all the bright colours and subtle shades of love with this charming new book, featuring everyone’s
favourite colouring crew. The perfect gift for that special someone on Valentine’s Day – or any day of the year – and a musthave for fans of The Crayons. Feelings/Emotions-Love-Valentine’s Day
Zoooooooom! We’re off on an exciting space adventure in our rocket to meet all the planets of the solar system.
Join in with the rhymes and spot all the smiley-faced, friendly planets, from shimmering Saturn to mighty Mars. Little ones
will have a blast (and be back in time for bed!) in this striking, read-aloud, story-led picture book. It’s perfect for all would-be
astronauts! STEAM-Space-Planets-Solar System
Frog, Dog and Cat are back - and they’re minding some very unruly puppies who just will not SIT! From the multi-award-winning
creators of OI FROG! Dog is looking after some puppies. Quite a few puppies, actually, and none of them will sit! Not even on
guppies, like they’re supposed to! They’re getting a little out of hand - but luckily Frog’s got a cunning plan… Rhyming Text-Humour
With a sure touch, this beautiful book shows every young child its special place in the world, and how everyone and everything
is both itself and part of the whole. “Every person has their own thoughts in their head, and their own feelings in their heart.
Every single person is different. And only they know how to be them.” Only a Tree knows how to be a tree! But trees are just
the start – everything and everyone is different and special. Birds, dogs, fishes, people – and our Earth itself – all have their
own unique place in our world. And only you know how to be you. Identity-Individuality
When a carefree bunny is approached by a voracious bear in the woods, Bunny has just one request: “Please don’t eat me.”
But the bear has a never-ending list of requests, and Bunny realises maybe Bear isn’t as hungry as he’d let on...maybe he just
wants his new friend’s company for a while. This witty and poignant exploration of predator and prey will have children and
parents alike roaring with laughter - and looking for their next meal. Humour-Friendship-Persuasive Text
Have you ever met a PROBLEM? They can be tricky creatures. But don’t let them trouble you, there are so many things you
can do to send them on their way.

Little Rabbit has been invited to a party, but is not at all sure that it will be as fun as everyone says... It’s nearly time to go to the party,
but there are just a few small worries standing in the way... Yes, there will be cake and carrots - but what if it’s too loud? And what
if Rabbit gets tired and wants to come home? An empowering story about the fun you can have when you overcome your fears.
Issac plays in his favourite pool on the mountainside. As rain starts to fall, he empties his little jar of water into the pool and
races the sparkling streams as they tumble over waterfalls, rush through swollen rivers and burst out into the vast open sea.
Where will my little jar of water go now? Issac wonders. On the other side of the world, Cassi welcomes the rain to her parched
village ... From tiniest raindrop to deepest ocean, this breathtaking celebration of the water cycle captures the remarkable
movement of water across the earth in all its majesty. Environment-Water-Water Cycle
A book about opposites: big and small, fast and slow, carnivore and herbivore. Some dinosaurs are small, and some dinosaurs
are BIG. Some dinosaurs have tiny teeth for munching leaves, and some dinosaurs have POINTY teeth for munching …
OTHER dinosaurs! UH-OH. Some dinosaurs need to RUN! In pure pantomime spirit, children will want to cry out, “He’s behind
you!” in this bright, bold and thrilling picture book. Dinosaurs
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OVERSEAS PICTURE BOOKS (71-105)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

96. Sofia Valdez, Future Prez (Andrea Beaty and David Roberts) 

$24.99 $22.50

97. Stars Just Up the Street (Sue Soltis and Christine Davenier) 

$24.99 $22.50

98. This Book Can Read Your Mind (Susannah Lloyd and Jacob Grant) 

$22.99 $20.70

99. We Love You, Mr Panda (Steve Antony) 

$24.99 $19.99

100. Wheels (Sally Sutton and Brian Lovelock) 

$24.99 $19.99

101. Where Happiness Begins (Eva Eland) 

$24.99 $22.50

102. Where’s Baby (Anne Hunter) 

$24.99 $22.50

103. Where’s the Dinosaur Poo? (Compilation) 

$14.99 $13.50

104. Why I Love Earth (Daniel Howarth) 

$17.99 $16.20

105. Would You Like a Banana? (Yasmeen Ismail) 

$24.99 $22.50

Sofia Valdez did as much as she could for her family and friends and her whole neighborhood. A dreamer. A doer. A real-life
go-getter. Most people like good, but Sofia liked better. Every morning, Abuelo walks Sofia to school . . . until one day, when
Abuelo hurts his ankle at a local landfill and he can no longer do so. Sofia misses her Abuelo and wonders what she can do
about the dangerous Mount Trashmore. Then she gets an idea-the town can turn the slimy mess into a park! She brainstorms
and plans and finally works up the courage to go to City Hall-only to be told by a clerk that she can’t build a park because
she’s just a kid! Sofia is down but not out, and she sets out to prove what one kid can do. Environmental Issues-PollutionRubbish-Waste-Leadership-Determination

Mabel loves stars. She counts five from her window and thirty-seven from her back garden. But her grandpa tells her that, as
a child, he could see thousands. Could it be true? Mabel climbs a hill looking for more stars – only to discover that the nearby
glow from town makes them hard to see. What would it take for her neighbours to turn off their lights, just for one night, so
that everyone could see the starlit sky? Space-Solar System-Community-Relationships-Mindfulness-Activism
You have opened a very special book. This book can do something that has NEVER been achieved before. This book can
read your mind. I will just need you to think of something, but whatever you do, dont think of anything SILLY. You know, like a
pink elephant...When the page is turned, sure enough, a pink elephant appears! This funny interactive book plays on the idea
that when you’re told NOT to think of something, somehow it is all you can think about. As the book continues, and more and
more silliness ensues, the scientist is distraught but there is plenty of fun in store for the reader!
Everyone’s favourite Panda is looking for love in this laugh-out-loud funny picture book! Mr Panda is offering free hugs to all
his animal friends. But they are all too busy hugging each other! Does nobody love Mr Panda? For all books in this series type
MR PANDA in the search facility at www.pegiwiliams.com.au Friendship-Love
Rumbly wheels, grumbly wheels, Hauling-up-the-hill wheels. Wheels go fast, wheels go slow. Shout what’s coming, if you
know! In this story, a boy and his sister watch vehicles pass on a town street and have to guess what’s coming, each time they
see the wheels. In the end, they get to be the ones with wheels, as they ride their scooters away. Transport-Cars-TrucksPrediction-Simple Machines-Wheels
Are you looking for happiness? Sometimes it can feel really far away, and sometimes you might have so much you can’t help
but share. You can try to chase it, control it or capture it, but even if it seems like it’s gone for a while, you’ll know it’s never
far away... This is the second of Eva Eland’s picture books that helps little one’s deal with big emotions. Start on your journey
with happiness... who knows where it could take you?
Papa Fox is looking for Baby Fox, who is just out of his sight ... but not ours! In this clever introduction to prepositions, Papa
is looking for his baby. Is Baby up in the tree? Is Baby under the log? Is Baby around the corner? Where could Baby be?
Readers will delight in spotting the little fox on every page as Papa wanders the forest, encountering other animals all along
the way, but never quite able to spot his own baby.
The dinosaur poos are causing havoc! From rainforests to supermarkets, pirate ships to football matches, they’re having a
roar-some time. Can you spot each of the poos in every scene, plus ten bonus items to find on every spread

Featuring children’s own words along with heart-warming pictures, this book is a perfect celebration of all that is so wonderful
about the Earth! ‘I love the Earth because… ‘This heartwarming book combines endearing things said by children about the
Earth, with gentle illustrations of familiar animals. There are beautiful colours everywhere, amazing places to explore and all
our friends are here. No wonder everyone loves the Earth! Hardback
Gorilla is hungry but there is absolutely no way he’s going to eat a banana. Not even a teeny taste. Not with some bread or
standing on his head. Even if you eat one too, which is something you might do. This brilliant and hilarious picture book from
award-winning illustrator Yasmeen Ismail will have everyone laughing at this all-too familiar family situation! Humour

USBORNE PHONICS READERS (106-135)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

106-135. Usborne Phonics Readers (Various) 

$9.99 $9.00ea

With simple rhyming text and phonic repetition, Usborne’s Phonics Readers are specially designed to develop essential
language and early reading.

106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.

Ape’s Great Escape
Armadillo on a Pillow
Axolotl Finds a Bottle
Bug in a Rug
Chimp with a Limp
Cow Takes a Bow
Fat Cat on a Mat
Flamingo Plays Bingo
Frog on a Log
Giraffe in the Bath

116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

Goat in a Boat
Goose on the Loose
Iguana’s Bananas NEW
Kangaroo at the Zoo
Lizard in a Blizzard
Llamas in Pyjamas
Mole in a Hole
Mouse Moves House
Poodle Draws Doodles
Raccoon on the Moon

126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.

Sam Sheep Can’t Sleep
Seal at the Wheel
Shark in the Park
Snail Brings the Mail
Spider in a Glider
Ted in a Red Bed
Toad Makes a Road
Underpants for Ants
Unicorns in Uniform
Weasels with Measles

AUSTRALIAN NOVELS: AGES 8-12 (136-161)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

136. Ask Hercules Quick (Ursula Dubosarsky and Andrew Joyner) 

$19.99 $15.99

A hilarious and entertaining story about a boy who does a series of odd jobs for his eccentric neighbours, from the bestselling
creators of The Terrible Plop. ‘How much money do I have in my piggy bank?’ asked Hercules. ‘Actually,’ said Aunt Alligator,
‘I don’t think you have a piggy bank, Hercules.’ Hercules sighed. No piggy bank, no money. I need a job, he thought. That’s
what I need. He got out his paints, his paintbrush and a big piece of plain paper. On the paper, he painted some words.
Humour-Family Unit-Pocket Money
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AUSTRALIAN NOVELS: AGES 8-12 (136-161)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

137. A
 tticus Van Tasticus #2: Map of Half Maps, The
(Andrew Daddo and Stephen Michael King) 

$14.99 $13.50

138. Australia’s Second World War #2: Haywire (Claire Saxby) 

$16.99 $15.30

139. B
 ab Sharkey and the Animal Mummies #4: Prickly Battle
(Andrew Hansen and Jessica Roberts) 

$14.99 $13.50

140. Butter O’Bryan Mysteries #1: Ghost of Howlers Creek, The (Jackie French) 

$16.99 $13.59

141. Chicken’s Curse, The (Frances Watts) 

$16.99 $13.59

142. Danny Best: Watch This! (Jennifer Storer and Mitch Vane) 

$17.99 $16.20

Having escaped certain disaster on the high seas, Atticus Van Tasticus is on the scent of treasure. Then the call comes from
above- ‘Ship ahoy, Captain, ship ahoy!’ If only it were good news, which of course it ain’t. Vicious, mean and mighty unclean
Bjorn Ironhead is on the warpath - and Atticus and his crew are in his sights. Stay and fight, or run and hide? But where do
you hide a pirate ship, and who’s this Captain Half Map, and, most of all, where’s that TREASURE OF TREASURRRRES?! For
all books in this series type ATTICUS VAN TASTICUS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
In 1939, 14-year-old Tom lives in Hay where his family runs the local bakery. Max Gruber is nearly fourteen-years-old. He is
sent to his Uncle Ferdy in London, but is then interred and shipped to Australia aboard the Dunera. He arrives in Hay and
meets Tom. The two boys become friends and find their lives and their friendship influenced by a far-away conflict in Europe.
For all books in this series type AUSTRALIA’S SECOND WORLD WAR in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

From the bonkers brain of celebrated Australian comedian Andrew Hansen and the hilarious head of Jessica Roberts
comes Bab Sharkey’s fourth laugh-out-loud book! The Unpharaoh is resurrected once again – this time in the form of an evil
beard! With Bab’s pharaoh beard destroyed, he’ll have to team up with Prong, Scaler and the Animal Mummies to stop the
Unpharaoh once and for all. For all books in this series type BAB SHARKEY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Adventure-Humour-Ancient Egypt
Howlers Beach, 1932. Butter O’Bryan lives in a Very Small Castle with his father and three aunts - Aunt Elephant, Aunt Cake
and Aunt Peculiar. These aren’t their real names, of course, just as Butter’s father isn’t really called ‘Pongo’. And even though
Butter is only twelve years old, and the grandson of one of Australia’s most successful Jam Kings, he is very aware of the
hardship many people are experiencing. Butter has been told there are ghosts at the nearby isolated Howlers Beach, but are
there? And how can the children Butter plays cricket with on the beach simply vanish? Who are these children and why do
they refuse his help? Butter is certain they’re hiding a secret and he’s determined to uncover it.
Felix and Livia are two runaways who are being pursued across the Roman empire, from the darkest, dampest corner of Gaul
to the dry, desert sands of Tadmor. They must reach Rome by the Ides of April to rescue Livia’s brother before he is sent into
the arena to do battle with lions - and perhaps a vicious ostrich or two! Along the way, the pair are helped (and hindered)
by a selfish sacred chicken, a foolish camel and a grumpy magic carpet as they encounter bandits, a shipwreck and a false
accusation. Will they save Livia’s brother in time, or will they all fall victim to the chicken’s curse?
Watch this! No. Hang on. Read this! Seriously. You will be dazzled by EVERYTHING in this book. Including: The boy with
the musical bum Rampaging dead dinosaurs. Freaked-out Ninjas in outer space. And sooo much more! Four new awesome
stories from the genius who always, without fail, brings you The Best stories! Fine print: The publisher cannot bear to watch.
In fact, the publisher couldn’t even read this. Yep, the publisher has left the building. For all books in this series type DANNY
BEST in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

143. Derek Dool Supercool #1: Bust a Move (Adrian Beck and Scott Edgar) $14.99 $11.99

Life’s tough when your name’s Derek. You’re destined to be uncool. But Derek is determined to find something - anything - that
will change that. He’s sick of being picked last in PE, of not being invited to parties, and of all the cool kids using his freckles
as dot-to-dot challenges. Derek is going to find something that will make him SUPERCOOL and nothing is going to stop him.
Humour-Identity-Individuality

144. EBoy #1: Lightning Strike (Anh Do) 

$14.99 $11.99

Ethan is supposed to be doing regular teenage things - like playing sports and hanging out with friends. He is not supposed
to be in hospital getting a brain tumour removed by Gemini, a high-tech android doctor. But just as the operation begins, the
medical facility is hit by an unusual bolt of lightning. When Ethan wakes up he discovers that things are different. He’s always
been good with computers, but now his skills are next-level. Ethan almost feels like he’s…part of the machine. And what about
the android Gemini? If Ethan is now part robot, does that make the robot part human? Ethan will need all his new skills just
to stay alive. Age 10+ Adventure-Courage-Technology-Superpowers-Robots

145. Edie’s Experiments: How to Make Friends (Charlotte Barkla and Sandy Flett) $14.99 $11.99

A new school, a classroom full of potential new friends and a science kit. What could possibly go wrong? I’m Edie and I love
science. So I when I started at a new school, I decided it could be one giant experiment. Can I give you some advice? Avoid
sliming your entire classroom. You could end up in trouble with your teacher, your new classmates and the principal. Between
the great slime fiasco, the apology cookie surprise and the wrinkle cream mix-up, I’ve discovered making friends isn’t an exact
science! Age 9+ STEAM-Science-Experiments-Friendship-New School-Persistence

146. Ella at Eden #1: New Girl (Laura Sievking) 

$15.99 $14.40

147. Ella Diaries #18: Wildlife Rescue! (Meredith Costain and Danielle McDonald) 

$14.99 $13.50

148. Emergency Rescue Angel (Cate Whittle) 

$16.99 $15.30

149. Fire Watcher #2: Phoenix (Kelly Gardiner)

$14.99 $13.50

150. F
 rankie Fish #5: Frankie Fish and the Wild Wild Mess
(Peter Helliar and Lesley Vamos) 

$14.99 $13.50

Ella has started at her new high school, and Eden College is everything she hoped it would be. She is getting to know her
new friends and enjoying everything Eden has to offer. Until things start to get complicated. She accidently insults Saskia, the
school diva, there could be a ghost in the dorm and items have started to mysteriously disappear. Can Ella catch the Eden
thief?
Ella’s heart is breaking! She just can’t stop thinking about the tiny BABY POSSUM that she found lost in the park. Where did the
rescuer lady take the poor little thing? Will it be LONELY? What will it eat? Her friends Ammy and Zoe don’t seem to care, but
Ella is determined to find out! For all books in this series type ELLA DIARIES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Life has returned to routine for Mitch. Mostly. He’s had to find a new kind of normal after his dad drowned, saving a local
kid. But now there’s a new girl in Mitch’s class and she is stirring things up. Her name is Max, she dresses a bit goth, and
suddenly seems to be everywhere. One night, Mitch sees Max and she looks different. She has ... wings. Big feathery wings.
Surely he must have dreamt it. But no. It turns out Max is an angel but not quite how you’d imagine one. She is Mitch’s
emergency rescue angel, and just the kind of friend you want on your side when life gets tricky. Ages 10+ FriendshipBullying-Relationships-Grief-Supernatural
May 1941. The Blitz is reaching its fiery climax. Christopher tries to go back to 1666; to find his new friends and learn more
about the power of his phoenix ring. Instead, he finds himself in a smaller, older river port town known as Lundenwic, where
the Anglo-Saxon community faces an invasion by the dreaded Vikings. Christopher must discover why the ring has brought
him here, and how to get back to his own time. But then Viking ships appear on the Thames, and their warriors threaten to
burn the city and conquer the whole of England. Ages 9+. For all books in this series type FIRE WATCHER in the search
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

Frankie Fish has a hunch that a famous Medicine Man from the Wild West holds the answer to his grandad’s forgetfulness,
so he and Drew pack their cowboy hats and spurs and take the Sonic Suitcase for another spin. But when they arrive, gold
fever has struck, and Frankie and Drew must take on some sneaky outlaws and clear their new friend’s name. Can Frankie
Fish and Drew Bird yee-haw their way into the history books? Ages 8+. For all books in this series type FRANKIE FISH in the
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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151. H is for Happiness: My Life as an Alphabet (Barry Johnsberg) 

$16.99 $15.30

152. Hot Dog! #7: Hot Dog! Show Time! (Ahn Do and Dan Mc Guiness) 

$12.99 $10.39

Introducing Candice Phee: twelve years old, hilariously honest and a little ... odd. But she has a big heart, the very best of
intentions and an unwavering determination to ensure everyone is happy. So she sets about trying to ‘fix’ all the problems of
all the people [and pets] in her life. Laugh-out-loud funny and wonderfully touching. H is for Happiness is the film based on
Barry Jonsberg’s award-winning novel My Life as an Alphabet.
Hotdog and his friends want to win the Toy Town Talent Show, but the competition is tough! Do they have what it takes to
impress the crowd? For all books in this series type HOT DOG! in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

153. Jane Doe Chronicles #2: Jane Doe and the Key of All Souls (Jeremy Lachlan)  $19.99 $15.99

Jane Doe is in more danger than ever before. Her father is still imprisoned. The Manor – the hallowed world between worlds – is
still dying. The villainous Roth is still searching for the mythical, all-powerful Cradle Sea. Worst of all, Jane has learned that she
is the key to stopping him and saving the Otherworlds. Problem is, she’s stranded in the dying land of Arakaan – Roth’s home
– and its people have some surprising secrets of their own. With a little help from her pyromaniac pal, Violet, and her doubtful
ally, Hickory, Jane must find the courage to accept her destiny and face her darkest fears, even if it means losing everything
she holds dear. Ages 11+. For all books in this series type JANE DOE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

154. Kensy and Max #5: Freefall (Jacqueline Harvey) 

$16.99 $15.30

155. My Australian Story: Gallipoli (Alan Tucker) 

$16.99 $15.30

156. My Australian Story: Heroes of Tobruk (David Mulligan) 

$16.99 $15.30

157. Paddy T and The Time-Travelling Trampoline (Adam France and Zahra Zainal)

$12.99 $10.39

158. Red Day (Sandy Fussell) 

$17.99 $16.20

159. The Peski Kids #4: Near Extinction (Rachel Spratt)

$16.99 $15.30

Back at Alexandria with their friend Curtis Pepper visiting, Kensy and Max are enjoying the school break. Especially when
Granny Cordelia surprises them with a trip to America! It’s meant to be a family vacation but the twins soon realise there’s more
to this holiday than meets the eye - the chase for Dash Chalmers is on! Ages 9+. For all books in this series type KENSY
AND MAX in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
The attack has been timed to the minute. Thirty minutes from now well climb down the rope ladders in to the lighters and
find our seat. I’m one of the lucky ones. I’ve been chosen as one of the 500 men from my battalion who will be in the first
wave to land... The Turks won’t know what’s hit them... Two miles inland is our goal. Lying about his age, and looking for
adventure, 14-year-old Victor March enlists in the 10th Battalion of the AIF to fight in the Great War. Victor and his new mates,
Fish, Needle and Robbo, are headed for the Gallipoli peninsula and into battle. He is among the first soldiers to land at Anzac
Cove on 25 April 1915, and the world as he knows it is about to change. In his diary, Victor records the horrors of war, his
friendships, his fears and the story of Australia’s most legendary military campaign. Ages 10+. For all books in this series type
MY AUSTRALIAN STORY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
It is 1940, and sixteen-year-old Peter Fullerton and his best mate Tony Cantonelli lie about their age to enlist in the army. Tony
also lies about his surname Australia is at war with Italy, and suspicion has been added to the racism he already encounters.
Heroes of Tobruk follows these characters from the outbreak of war, through military training to the Siege of Tobruk.
Meticulously researched, it combines historical detail and factual information about World War II with a very powerful personal
story. Ages 10+. For all books in this series type MY AUSTRALIAN STORY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Paddy is a normal everyday kid, but what happens to him is anything but ordinary - welcome to the surprising, always entertaining
world of Paddy T. Freaky stories to make your heart race and head spin: A trampoline portal into the future. A magic pencil that
can write stories all by itself. A trip down a hill that ends up being a holiday of a lifetime. For Paddy, being a kid means expecting
the unexpected whether it’s in his backyard, at his school or when he’s mucking around on his local golf course. Join him and
his friends for an action-packed, weird and funny, wild ride! Friendship-Family Unit-Mystery-Short Stories
Set in a modern-day small town among the remnants of a Japanese POW camp, this is the story of Charlie. Charlie has
synaesthesia and hence sees and hears differently: people have auras; days of the week are coloured; numbers and letters
have attitudes. But when Charlie meets Japanese exchange student Kenichi, her senses intensify and she experiences
flashbacks, nausea, and hears unfamiliar voices in her head pulling her back to the town’s violent past. Ages 10+ Australian
History-War-World War 2-POW-Japanese-Synaesthesia
A surprise intruder, a school excursion and hair-raising bus ride . . . could this be the end for The Peski Kids? The fourth book
in the hilarious and action-packed Peski Kids series! Ages 8+. For all books in this series type PESKI KIDS in the search
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

160. Toffle Towers #2: Toffle Towers: Great River Race (Tim Harris and James Foley) $14.99 $13.50

Chegwin’s adventures at Toffle Towers continue when, one by one, his hotel staff are ‘reverse mugged’ by two mysterious
men. Chaos ensues and its Chegwin’s job to get to the bottom of these attacks before Toffle Towers loses all its hard-earned
guests. Meanwhile, the town of Alandale is preparing for the annual Great River Race. Once Chegwin discovers his saboteur
is no other than Brontessa Braxton, owner of the rival hotel in town, Chegwin find himself preparing to go head to head with
her in the Great River Race to save his beloved staff and Toffle Towers. Ages 8+. For all books in this series type TOFFLE
TOWERS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

161. Wolf Girl #2: Great Escape, The (Anh Do and Jeremy Ley) 

$14.99 $12.75

I held onto the bars of the truck and howled to my dogs as they fell further and further behind. Sunrise, Brutus, Zip, Nosey and
Tiny all ran as hard as they could, but there was no way they could keep up... After four years alone in the wild, Gwen is overjoyed
to see another person. But when she is thrown into the back of a van and stolen away to a prison camp, things don’t look good.
How will her pack find her? Where is her human family? Will the other kids in the camp be friends or enemies? Luckily, Eagle is fast,
the dogs are brave, and bars and fences are no match for the one and only Wolf Girl! Ages 8+. For all books in this series type
WOLF GIRL in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Adventure-Courage-Bravery-Survival-Teamwork-Leadership

YOUNGER NOVELS: AGES 5-7 (162-219)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

162. Adventure Duck #3: Adventure Duck vs the Wicked Walrus (Steve Cole) 

$12.99 $11.70

163. Agents of the Wild: Operation Honeyhunt (Jennifer Bell and Alice Lickens) 

$14.99 $13.50

Adventure Duck fluffs up his feathers and heads to the North Pole, where his ice-hearted enemy, Power Pug, has set up a
secret space base. The pug’s latest hench-animal, a super-smart walrus, is building a rocket to blast his master to Mars. But
if it launches, the whole Artic will be wiped out! Can Adventure Duck and his new friend - an (occasionally) invisible reindeer
- stop Power Pug from expanding his evil empire in outer space? For all books in this series type ADVENTURE DUCK in the
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
When 8-year-old Agnes is signed up for SPEARS (the Society for the Protection of Endangered and Awesomely Rare Species), she
has no idea of the adventures that lie ahead with her elephant-shrew mentor Attie (short for “Attenborough”). Operation Honeyhunt
sends them to the Brazilian rainforest, on a mission to save an endangered, dance-loving bee named Elton. Will Agnes pass the
test and become a full SPEARS agent? Species in danger? Girl and shrew to the rescue! Conservation-Environment-Nature

164. Amelia Bedelia and Friends: Arise and Shine (Herman Parish and Lynne Avril)  $12.99 $11.70

Amelia Bedelia and her friends are studying all about the Middle Ages in school. They’re building catapults, creating illuminated
manuscripts, and visiting a medieval fair-in costume! Plus, there’s a class-wide competition to see who can be the most
chivalrous student. Amelia Bedelia really wants to win! But when she discovers that one of her friends is the kindest and most
helpful of them all, can she somehow help her friend win the competition. For all books in this series type AMELIA BEDELIA
in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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165. Amelia Fang #5: Amelia Fang and the Lost Yeti Treasures (Laura Ellen Anderson) $14.99 $13.50

When Amelia and her friends are invited to Florence’s grandmother 350th birthday party, they are very excited! Grand-yeti
Clemence lives in the Yeti Pits, a maze of candle-lit tunnels and caves carved into Yeti Mountain. But not long after arriving the
precious glittery treasures of the ancient yetis start to go missing. And when Tangine goes missing too he becomes the prime
suspect! Not only that, but the tunnels of Yeti Mountain have started to collapse on themselves and it looks like Florence and her
family will have to move far away. It’s looking like the gang might never see each other again! Will Amelia be able to the mystery
of the missing yeti treasure? For all books in this series type AMELIA FANG in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

166. A
 ussie Kids: Meet Taj at the Lighthouse
(Maxine Beneba Clarke and Nicki Greenberg) 

$12.99 $10.39

From a NSW Zoo to a Victorian lighthouse, or an outback sheep farm in WA to a beach in QLD, this junior fiction series
celebrates stories about children living in unique places in every state in Australia. 8 characters, 8 stories, 8 authors and
illustrators from all 8 states! Come on an adventure with Aussie Kids and meet Taj from Victoria. Ages 6+ For all books in this
series type AUSSIE KIDS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian

167. Aussie Kids: Meet Zoe and Zac at the Zoo (Belinda Murrell and David Hardy) $12.99 $10.39

From a NSW Zoo to a Victorian lighthouse, or an outback sheep farm in WA to a beach in QLD, this junior fiction series
celebrates stories about children living in unique places in every state in Australia. 8 characters, 8 stories, 8 authors and
illustrators from all 8 states! Come on an adventure with Aussie Kids and meet Zoe and Zac at the zoo. Ages 6+ For all books
in this series type AUSSIE KIDS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian

168. Baby-Sitters Little Sister Graphix Novel #1: Karen’s Witch (Ann M Martin) 

$14.99 $13.50

169. Best of Iggy, The (Annie Barrows and Sam Ricks) 

$22.99 $20.70

Karen Brewer lives next door to Mrs. Porter, who wears long black robes and has wild gray hair. Mrs. Porter has a black
cat named Midnight and always seems to be working in her garden. Karen isn’t supposed to spy on her neighbor, but she’s
determined to prove that Mrs. Porter is a witch named Morbidda Destiny!
Meet Iggy Frangi. He’s not a bad kid, he’s really not. Okay, so he’s done a few (a few is anything up to 100) bad things. And
okay, he’s not very sorry about most of them. People make a big deal about nothing. What’s a little pancake here and there?
Is that something to get mad about? Iggy doesn’t think so. No one got hurt, so there’s no problem. No one got hurt except
for that one time, that one time when the Best Idea Ever turned into the Worst Idea of All Time. Iggy is sorry he did it. He is
really, really, really sorry. “For what?” you might ask. “What did he do?” Well, you’ll have to read the book to find out.

170. C
 aptain Underpants Full Colour Edition #9:
Captain Underpants and the Terrifying Return of Tippy Tinkletrousers (Dav Pilkey) $15.99 $14.40

When we last saw George and Harold, they were headed to jail for the rest of their lives. What could be worse? How about
being pulled from prison by a time-travelling tyrant named Tippy Tinkletrousers?!!? Now the boys are taking a trip back in time
to the carefree days of kindergarten, when the scariest thing they had to face was not evil mad scientists or alien cafeteria
ladies, but a sixth-grade bully named Kipper Krupp, the nephew of their clueless school principal. For all books in this series
type CAPTAIN UNDERPANTS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

171. Clementine Rose #15: Clementine Rose and the Best News Yet (Jacqueline Harvey) $14.99 $13.50

Clementine Rose is getting a new brother or sister - she can’t wait! But everything needs to be perfect for the baby’s arrival
and no one seems to care as much as Clementine. Not to worry, she’s sure she can take matters into her own hands. As the
due date gets closer, things at the hotel get busier and busier. Aunt Violet and Uncle Digby keep rushing off, the guests are
acting strangely and one particular guest is causing mountains of trouble. Can Clementine really do everything on her own?
For all books in this series type CLEMENTINE ROSE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian

172. Cinders and Sparks #3: Goblins and Gold (Lindsey Kelk and Pippa Curnick) 

$12.99 $11.70

173. Daisy and the Trouble with Nature (Kes Gray) 

$14.99 $13.50

Cinders, her talking-dog, Sparks, a horse called Mouse, and Hansel (who accidentally – on purpose – ate some of a witch’s
gingerbread house) continue their quest to find Fairyland. But even the bravest questers get hungry, and when the quartet
stop at a market for lunch, calamity and chaos ensue. Cinders is kidnapped by a greedy goblin, Mouse is turned back into a
mouse, and Cinders’ fairy godmother, Brian, pairs up with Prince Joderick to rescue her. Will Cinders escape the evil goblin?
Will Sparks sing karaoke? Will the Huntsman find and capture them? The answers are: yes, not really and kind of. For all books
in this series type CINDERS AND SPARKS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Daisy and her class are so excited when their new school nature garden is unveiled. Trouble is, there’s not very much nature
in it. No birds, no butterflies, no ants, no spiders, no grizzly bears and definitely no wolverines. Just lots of mud. So when
Daisy and Gabby find out Gabby’s dad is taking them camping that weekend, they decide it’s the perfect chance to find some
nature at last! For all books in this series type DAISY AND THE TROUBLE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

174. Daring Delly #2: Country vs City (Matthew Dellavedova and Nathalie Ortega) $14.99 $13.50

Delly is thrilled to play basketball for the Maryborough Blazers. But when a storm damages their home court, the team is left
without any equipment! Their next game is against a top-ranked city team. How will Delly and his mates train for it without
hoops and basketballs? Delly is daring and determined. He’ll do whatever it takes to get the Blazers ready to win! For all books
in this series type DARING DELLY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

175. Dog Man #8: Dog Man: Fetch-22 Graphic Novel (Dav Pilkey) 

$16.99 $13.59

176. Eco Rangers #3: Wildlife Rescue (Candice Lemon-Scott) 

$14.99 $13.50

Petey the Cat is out of jail, and he has a brand-new lease on life. While Petey’s reevaluated what matters most, Li’l Petey is
struggling to find the good in the world. Can Petey and Dog Man stop fighting like cats and dogs long enough to put their
paws together and work as a team? They need each other now more than ever Li’l Petey (and the world) is counting on them!
For all books in this series type DOG MAN in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Hardback
There’s been a devastating wildfire in the bushland and Ebony and Jay, our Eco Rangers, are doing their best to find injured
animals. As they rescue a cute little possum with burned paws, they also discover that some people have been camping in the
area that was devastated by the fire. What were they doing there? This is a mystery for the Eco Rangers! For all books in this
series type ECO RANGERS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian Environmental Issues-PollutionMan Made Disaster-Mystery-Investigation

177. Ella and Olivia #25: Reef Explorers (Yvette Poshoglian and Danielle McDonald) $7.99 $7.20

Ella and Olivia are going to the Great Barrier Reef! They can’t wait to snorkel. But will they get to see a whale in the wild? For
all books in this series type ELLA AND OLIVIA in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian

178. Evie and Pog #1: Take Off! (Tania McCartney) 

$12.99 $11.70

179. Evie and Pog #2: Puppy Playtime (Tania McCartney) 

$12.99 $11.70

180. Fartboy #1: Fartboy: First Sniff (Adam Wallace) 

$14.99 $13.50

181. Fish Kid #2: Fish Kid and the Mega Manta Ray (Kylie Howarth)

$14.99 $13.50

Evie and Pog are very best friends. They live in a tree house over a daisy-spot lawn. Evie is six years old. She likes books and
cake and playing with her friend Noah. Pog is a pug. He is two and likes to drink tea and read the newspaper. He also likes
vegetables. But most of all, Evie and Pog love to have fun. Ages 5+ Australian
Evie and Pog are very best friends. They live in a tree house over a daisy-spot lawn. Evie is six years old. She likes books and
cake and playing with her friend Noah. Pog is a pug. He is two and likes to drink tea and read the newspaper. He also likes
vegetables. But most of all, Evie and Pog love to have fun. Ages 5+ Australian
Martin Kennedy is the tidiest boy in the world’s tidiest town. Martin is so neat and clean that he has never ever farted-UNTIL
NOW. A freak accident dooms Martin to a dreadful destiny of baked beans and bottom blowouts. With the help of his grand
fart master, can Martin learn to harness the power of his new skill and use it to save the day?

Trouble finds its way to Fish Kid’s shores once more in his second adventure! Will Fish Kid be able to find his missing Nan, hide
his powers from Pops and save the day? Only with the help of Freckles the Mega Manta Ray! Full of real life fish facts and exciting
illustrations, Fish Kidand the Mega Manta Ray is the perfect book for independent readers to dive in with. For all books in this
series type FISH KID in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian Environment-Marine Life-Humour-Oceans
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182. Fly Guy: Attack of the 50-Foot Fly Guy (Tedd Arnold) 

$9.99 $9.00

When Fly Guy grabs a bite to eat at a garbage can outside of a science lab, something strange happens. Fly Guy becomes
GIANT! When Buzz comes home from school, Fly Guy is 50-foot tall! Buzz decides they need to get Fly Guy back to normal
and fast! ATTACK OF THE 50-FOOT FLY GUY is taking this kid-favorite fly to new heights! For all books in this series type FLY
GUY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

183. Geronimo Stilton #73: Missing Movie, The (Geronimo Stilton) 

$12.99 $11.70

184. G
 eronimo Stilton Reporter #4: Mummy With No Name: Graphic Novel, The
(Geronimo Stilton) 

$14.99 $13.50

185. Hattie (Frida Nilsson and Stina Wirsen) 

$16.99 $15.30

186. H
 orrid Henry Early Reader: Horrid Henry’s Newspaper
(Francesca Simon and Tony Ross) 

$12.99 $11.70

187. Hotel Flamingo #3: Carnival Caper (Alex Milway) 

$12.99 $11.70

New Mouse City was having its first film festival! Famouse directors around the world had submitted their very best movies for
a chance at the big prize. But at the big screening, Mousen Scorseses newest film goes missing! Who could have stolen it
and why? Hercules and Geronimo spring into action to solve the case! For all books in this series type GERONIMO STILTON
in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

When reports of a mummy terrorizing the New Mouse City Museum flood the phone lines, Geronimo Stilton, editor-in-chief of
the Rodent’s Gazette, is on the job! Geronimo is certain there is a logical explanation to all this, seeks to debunk the theory
and prove that there’s no mummy. Will Geronimo get wrapped up in more than he can handle? Is he about to become ancient
history? Is there something, or someone, really lurking in the shadows of the New Mouse City Museum? For all books in this
series type GERONIMO STILTON REPORTER in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Hattie is a street-smart country girl in her first year of school. She lives just outside of nowhere, right next to no one at all.
Luckily she’s starting school and that brings new adventures. Hattie gets her first swimming badge, falls madly in love with a
hermit crab and meets a best friend. Sometimes things go wrong-like when the hairdresser cuts her hair into stumps just in
time for school photos. Or when she happens to accidentally say in class that her new neighbour has three white horses she
can ride on. Starting School-Friendship-Swimming

Number One for Fiendish Fun! This full-colour Early Reader brings the utterly horrid and totally brilliant Horrid Henry series to
a new generation of readers! Each Early Reader contains vibrant full-colour illustrations and age-appropriate text developed
in conjunction with Early Years Reading Consultants. An irresistible introduction to reading for pleasure. For all books in this
series type HORRID HENRY EARLY READER in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
It’s the end of the summer, which means it’s time for CARNIVAL! And Hotel Flamingo, the sunniest hotel in town, is all set to
join the party. Animal Boulevard is a riot of colour, and every establishment is preparing a float for the annual procession. Anna
is determined to win the prize for Hotel Flamingo for the best display, despite rival hotel the Glitz having won it every year since
the Carnival began. But disaster strikes! The rainy season comes early, and high winds and torrential rain lash down across
the Boulevard. Can Anna save the Carnival and the day? For all books in this series type HOTEL FLAMINGO in the search
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Humour-Teamwork

188. Ladybird Readers Level 3: Enormous Crocodile, The (Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake) $9.99 $9.00

In the jungle lives an enormous crocodile with clever ideas. He wants to eat children. Will the animals in the jungle keep the
children safe? Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and nonfiction, written for young learners of English as a foreign or second language. Ages 5+

189. L
 adybird Readers Level 3: Giraffe, the Pelly and Me, The
(Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake) 

$9.99 $9.00

190. Ladybird Readers Level 4: Esio Trot (Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake) 

$9.99 $9.00

191. Ladybird Readers Level 4: Magic Finger, The (Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake) 

$9.99 $9.00

192. League of Llamas: Golden Llama #1 (Aleesah Darlison) 

$9.99 $9.00

193. League of Llamas: Llama Impossible #2 (Aleesah Darlison) 

$9.99 $9.00

One day, Billy meets the Giraffe, the Pelican, and the Monkey, who wash windows to buy food. Will Billy help the animals?
Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and non-fiction, written
for young learners of English as a foreign or second language. Ages 5+
Mrs. Silver loves her tortoise, Alfie. Mr. Hoppy loves Mrs. Silver. Will Mr. Hoppy’s big idea make him brave enough to tell her?
Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and non-fiction, written
for young learners of English as a foreign or second language. Ages 5+
“I have a Magic Finger. When I get angry . . . things begin to happen!” What will happen when the finger is pointed at the Gregg
family? Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series of traditional tales, popular characters, modern stories, and non-fiction,
written for young learners of English as a foreign or second language. Ages 5+
The League of Llamas (LOL) are a group of secret llama agents and they’re on a mission to save the world - if only Agent
0011 Phillipe Llamar could stop looking in the mirror at his luxurious fringe and Agent 0013 Lloyd Llamanator could resist the
temptation to eat everything in his path! There’s also the thieving General Bottomburp to contend with and a mysterious lady
llama in red. Ages 7+ Australian
The League of Llamas (LOL) are a group of secret llama agents and they’re on a mission to save the world - if only Agent
0011 Phillipe Llamar could stop looking in the mirror at his luxurious fringe and Agent 0013 Lloyd Llamanator could resist the
temptation to eat everything in his path! There’s also the thieving General Bottomburp to contend with and a mysterious lady
llama in red. Ages 7+ Australian

194. Mermaid School (Lucy Courtenay and Sheena Dempsey) 

$14.99 $13.50

It is Marnie Blue’s very first day at Lady Sealia Foam’s Mermaid School, and she’s terrified. What if she can’t make any new
friends, or if she’s asked to ride a seahorse? What’s more, her famous diva aunt Christabel was a notorious rebel at the same
school, and got up to all sorts of naughtiness. Marnie is soon branded a troublemaker by her grumpy octopus music teacher
and wants nothing more than to clam up. But when a fellow pupil finds herself in danger, it’s up to Marnie to show that daring
runs in the family and swim to the rescue.

195. M
 ummy Fairy and Me #4: Mummy Fairy and Me: Mermaid Magic
(Sophie Kinsella and Marta Kissi) 

$9.99 $9.00

Ella’s family has a BIG secret - her mummy is a fairy! But sometimes Mummy Fairy’s magic goes wrong, and then it’s up to
Ella to help. In this fourth enchanting book, Mummy Fairy and Ella decorate the kitchen with magic colouring pencils, catch a
robber on Ella’s school trip - and swim with real mermaids! For all books in this series type MUMMY FAIRY AND ME in the
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

196. Narwhal and Jelly Book #4: Narwhal’s Otter Friends (Ben Clanton) 

$12.99 $11.70

Narwhal is a happy-go-lucky narwhal. Jelly is a no-nonsense jellyfish. The two might not have a lot in common, but they
do they love waffles, parties and adventures. Join Narwhal and Jelly as they discover the whole wide ocean together. A
wonderfully silly, full-colour, early graphic novel series featuring three short stories and a super fun ocean fact page – and joke
page too! For all books in this series type NARWHAL AND JELLY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

197. Naughtiest Pixie #3: Naughtiest Pixie and The Bounciest Pup, The (Ailsa Wild)  $12.99 $11.70

Jenifry and her family are in a pickle. Star-weaving night is coming, when pixies weave new outfits from fresh starlight – but
there’s a cheeky puppy bouncing around the Pixie Woods, putting them all in danger! How can a pixie protect her pint-sized
family from a playful pup? Jenifry is bound to try! For all books in this series type NAUGHTIEST PIXIE in the search facility at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian
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198. New Animal Ark: Owl All Alone (Lucy Daniels) 

$12.99 $11.70

199. New Animal Ark: Puppy Problem (Lucy Daniels) 

$12.99 $11.70

200. Ninja Kid #5: Ninja Clones! (Anh Do and Anton Emdin) 

$15.99 $14.40

201. Pearl #6: Pearl the Helpful Unicorn (Sally Odgers and Adele Thomas) 

$14.99 $13.50

202. P
 rincess in Black #7: Princess in Black and the Bathtime Battle
(Shannon Hale and Leuyen Pham) 

$19.99 $18.00

When Amelia and Sam find an abandoned baby tawny owl, they help nurse it back to health. But without its mum, the owlet
won’t survive very long in the wild . . . Can a famous television presenter staying in the village to cover the annual garden
show help them find a new home for poor little Chirrup? For all books in this series type NEW ANIMAL ARK in the search
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Excitement is blooming in Welford as the village prepares for its annual garden contest. But Amelia and Sam are more
interested in helping their new friend, Blossom! The cockapoo puppy seems happy in the daytime, so why is she keeping
everyone up with her barking at night? For all books in this series type NEW ANIMAL ARK in the search facility at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

Nelson and Kenny have been CLONED! Robot Nelson and Robot Kenny are faster, smarter and better dancers! But when the
clones spin out of control at school camp, can the REAL Nelson and Kenny SAVE THE DAY? For all books in this series type
NINJA KID in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian
Pearl, Olive and Tweet are busy flying their kite on the beach when they hear a call for help. Someone is stuck in the Bothering
Bog! Can Pearl and her friends help them? Or will the stinky gobble-uns get to them first? For all books in this series type
PEARL THE MAGICAL UNICORN in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian

The Princess in Black is in a very stinky situation. A foul cloud is plaguing the goat pasture, and it smells worse than a pile
of dirty diapers or a trash can on a hot summer day. But every time the Princess in Black and her friend the Goat Avenger
manage to get rid of the odor, they accidentally blow it to another kingdom! Other masked heroes and their trusty companions
show up to help, but how do you battle a stench when your ninja moves fail? For all books in this series type PRINCESS IN
BLACK in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

203. Princess Ponies: Enchanted Heart #12 (Chloe Ryder) 

$9.99 $9.00

Enter a land of magical ponies in this chapter book series that features illustrations throughout and comes with a collectible
charm! The enchanted island of Chevalia, where ponies rule, has finally had its magic restored, thanks to human Pippa and
pony Princess Stardust. Her task complete, Pippa has returned to our world . . . but her friends in Chevalia are never far away.
For all books in this series type PRINCESS PONIES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

204. Pug Who Wanted to be a Bunny (Bella Swift) 

$12.99 $11.70

Peggy the pug’s family have adopted an adorable little bunny, just in time for Easter. Peggy used to be top dog, but now she
has to share their attention with this long-eared newcomer. Jealous of the new pet, Peggy decides that she must become a
rabbit to compete. Can every-bunny learn to get along and realise that there’s more than enough love to go around? A funny
story with an uplifting message about sibling rivalry. Easter-Sibling Rivalry

205. Puppy Diary #3: Pupstars, The (Yvette Poshoglian) 

$9.99 $9.00

Hi! I’m Archie! I’m a Schnoodle puppy and I love writing about my PAWSOME adventures in my puppy diary! Archie and his
friends can’t believe it. The world’s most famous pup is coming to doggy daycare! But what happens when there’s a disaster
on set? Will Archie and his pals get the chance to be PUPSTARS? For all books in this series type PUPPY DIARY in the search
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Australian

206. Rabbit and Bear #4: Bite in the Night, A (Julian Gough) 

$14.99 $13.50

207. Rainbow Magic: Padma the Pirate Fairy (Daisy Meadows) 

$12.99 $11.70

Rabbit is surprised: some of the trees in the valley seem to be flying south for the winter. His friend Bear is sure that trees
can’t fly. Then there’s a loud CRUNCH! from very nearby. It sounds like the world’s largest rabbit, eating the world’s largest
carrot. There’s a new creature in Rabbit and Bear’s valley, and he’s trying to change everything. For all books in this series type
RABBIT AND BEAR in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
PADMA THE PIRATE FAIRY is here to take Kirsty and Rachel on a wild adventure! The two best friends must hold on to their
hats as they set off on a rollicking journey to defeat dastardly Jack Frost and his goblins. For all books in this series type
RAINBOW MAGIC in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

208. R
 ainbow Magic the After School Sports Fairies #3: Rita the Rollerskating Fairy
(Daisy Meadows) 
$12.99 $11.70

When Jack Frost steals Rita the Rollerskating Fairy’s magical object, rollerskates everywhere start spinning out of control! Best
friends Rachel and Kirsty must help Rita put things right, before anyone gets hurt.

209. R
 ainbow Magic the After School Sports Fairies #4: Callie the Climbing Fairy
(Daisy Meadows) 

$12.99 $11.70

210. Star Friends #8: Hidden Charm (Linda Chapman) 

$12.99 $11.70

211. Super Cats vs Maximus Fang (Gwyneth Rees) 

$12.99 $11.70

212. Thea Stilton #30: Thea Stilton and the Black Forest Burglary (The Stilton) 

$12.99 $11.70

213. Thea Stilton Mouseford Academy #15: Friendship Recipe, The (Thea Stilton) 

$12.99 $11.70

Callie the Climbing Fairy’s special magic inspires everyone to reach great heights. But when Jack Frost steals her magical item,
climbers everywhere start getting dizzy! Can Kirsty and Rachel defeat him and help Callie get back on top?
The Star Friends are enjoying the holidays, but it’s not all fun and games as they try to discover who summoned the Shades
that caused chaos in Westcombe. During their investigations, they notice that the village is strangely quiet – even the popular
café is empty! Could the two be connected? The girls need to pull together to solve this mystery before it spirals out of control!
For all books in this series type STAR FRIENDS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Tagg and Sugarfoot have been recruited for a special mission by Topaz Top Cat. They’ve just heard that an evil supervillain
is back in town and that can only mean one thing; he is going to break his partner in crime out of prison and finish one last
devious job. The super cats have to stop them! In order to get more information, Tagg and Sugarfoot will need to infiltrate
Hamish’s infamous band of Hit Cats. They are going to need all their wits and superpowers about them this time!
The Thea Sisters are invited to the Festival of Time in Germany! They arrive in the Black Forest and find that a famouse clock
has been stolen. The mouselets are on the case. Can they find the thief and return the clock before time runs out? For all
books in this series type THEA STILTON in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

The famouse Chef Crouton is teaching a course at Mouseford Academy on healthy eating, and the Thea Sisters are chosen
to compete on a special episode of his TV show! What do you get when you mix five friends, a cooking contest, a visiting
brother, a few misunderstandings, and a pinch of drama? For all books in this series type THEA STILTON MOUSEFORD
ACADEMY in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

214. The Besties: Besties Show and Smell #1 (Felice Arena and Tom Jellett) 

$9.99 $9.00

215. The Besties: Besties to the Rescue #2 (Felice Arena and Tom Jellett)

$9.99 $9.00

Oliver and Ruby have been besties forever . . . From the author and illustrator of the popular Sporty Kids books comes an
exciting new beginner-reader series that celebrates the everyday adventures – at school, at home, in the backyard, even in
the living room! A funny, sweet series about kids being kids, where imagination and play rule! Australian
Oliver and Ruby have been besties forever . . . From the author and illustrator of the popular Sporty Kids books comes an
exciting new beginner-reader series that celebrates the everyday adventures – at school, at home, in the backyard, even in
the living room! A funny, sweet series about kids being kids, where imagination and play rule! Australian
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216. Thing in the Basement, The (Michaela Morgan and Doffy Weir) 

$14.99 $13.50

217. Too Small Tola (Atinuke and Ontinye Iwu) 

$11.99 $10.80

218. Unicorn Academy: Isla and Buttercup #12 (Julie Sykes and Lucy Truman) 

$12.99 $11.70

There’s a thing in the basement of Scott’s new school and it’s a thing only Mr Crawley can control. There’s a thing in the
basement of Scott’s new school and it flashes and ROARS! There’s a thing in the basement of Scott’s new school and surely
it can’t be a dragon... or can it?
Tola lives in a flat in Lagos with her sister, Moji, who is very clever; her brother, Dapo, who is very fast; and Grandmummy, who is
very bossy. Tola proves to be stronger than she seems when she goes to market with Grandmummy and manages to carry home a
basket full of yams and vegetables, chilli peppers and fish. When the taps in the flat don’t work, it’s Tola who brings water from the
well, and it’s Tola who saves the day when Mr Abdul, the tailor, needs his goods to be delivered quickly. Africa-Nigeria-Family Unit
Imagine a school where you meet your own unicorn and have amazing adventures together! That’s what happens for the girls
at Unicorn Academy on beautiful Unicorn Island. For all books in this series type UNICORN ACADEMY in the search facility
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

219. Wishing-Chair Adventure #4: Witch’s Lost Cat, The (Enid Blyton and Alex Paterson) $14.99 $13.50

Never in their wildest dreams, could Mollie and Peter have imagined something so wonderful as a magic Wishing-Chair that
will fly you anywhere and grant your every wish! And so when their little black cat, Whiskers, goes missing, they know just
who to call upon to help them find her! For all books in this series type WISHING-CHAIR ADVENTURE in the search facility
at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

MIDDLE NOVELS: AGES 8-13 (220-256)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

220. Ali Cross (James Patterson) 

$19.99 $18.00

221. Ben Braver #3: Ben Braver and The Vortex of Doom (Marcus Emerson) 

$12.99 $11.70

222. Boot #2: Boot: Rusty Rescue (Shane Hegarty and Ben Mantle) 

$14.99 $13.50

223. Bravelands #5: Spirit-Eaters, The (Erin Hunter) 

$12.99 $11.70

224. Charlie Morphs into a Mammoth (Sam Copeland)

$14.99 $13.50

225. Day I Started a Mega-Robot Invasion, The (Tom McLaughlin) 

$12.99 $11.70

Alex Cross, the brilliant DC detective who never loses a case. Ali Cross, the tenacious twelve-year-old who’s determined to follow
in his father’s footsteps. Ali knew Gabe Qualls better than anyone, so when his friend goes missing, Ali jumps right into action.
Being Alex Cross’s son has taught him the values he needs to solve the mystery- intelligence, persistence, and logic. One thing
he didn’t inherit? Patience. Because Ali knows that with every day that passes without the police finding Gabe, the less likely
it is that he’ll ever be found. And being Alex Cross’s son, he refuses to accept those odds. Adventure-Action-Thriller-Crime
The students of Kepler Academy are under threat...again. And, this time, so is the rest of the world. Ben Braver might just
be humanity’s only hope. Ben will have to overcome all kinds of enemies, including a reckless time-traveller, the Abandoned
Children and The Reaper. But not everyone is who they seem - and when Ben finally gets his superpower, will he learn to use
it in time to save everyone from total destruction? Ben Braver is no match for a band of super villains - is he? For all books in
this series type BEN BRAVER in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Toy robot Boot has come a long way since it woke up in a scrapyard with only two-and-a-half glitchy memories. It has a home
with its robot pals in an abandoned amusement arcade, and has discovered what true happiness is - although, it’s still not sure
why humans are so leaky and weird ... But when Boot and the gang stumble upon Rusty, an old, broken robot, forgotten in
the back of a testing lab, it’s time to spring into action. Boot knows there’s something special about Rusty, but can they free
the old robot and help it find its purpose? Artificial Intelligence-Friendship-Robots-Technology-Adventure
The Great Spirit has returned to Bravelands, and the baboon Thorn hopes to guide Bravelands to peace as its Great Father. But a
pack of rogue wolves has begun to target the Great Herd, threatening to shatter that peace before it’s even begun. Torn between
her desire to help the new Great Father and the urge to rejoin her herd, Sky must choose between duty and family, while Fearless
frantically searches for Titan-even as he begins to suspect the rogue wolves of knowing the secret of the lion’s whereabouts, and the
motive behind his vicious crimes. For all books in this series type BRAVELANDS in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Charlie McGuffin is closer than ever to being able to control his crazy ability to turn into animals - he’s even able to use it to turn
the tables on school bully Dylan. But there are some things Charlie can’t control, like the arguments his parents keep having
(which are making him more worried than ever) or the spate of mysterious animal disappearances spreading through town
(which seem somehow to be connected to Charlie himself) or the fact that he doesn’t have a date for the school dance (which
is coming up fast). With the support of best friends Flora, Mohsen and Wogan, can Charlie unravel the mystery of the petnappings in time to shake a tail-feather at the disco? Or will his hidden adversary reveal Charlie’s biggest secret to the world...?
A nine-year-old inventor is about to have her worst day ever in this laugh-a-minute mega-robot adventure! Molly should be doing her
homework, but instead, she builds a robot to do it for her. The robot is pretty clever ... so clever that it decides to make another robot.
Then that robot makes another one. Before long, an army of slightly-too-clever-for-their-own-good robots are running around town
causing chaos. But when robot number one gets wind of Molly’s plan to shut them down, the mechanical army set out to get rid of
the humanoid once and for all. Now, Molly must race against time to stop the mega-robot invasion … and hand in her homework!

226. Diary of a Minecraft Enderman #4: Mosh Madness (Zack Zombie) 

$9.99 $9.00

227. Diary of a Minecraft Creeper #23: Royal Recall (Zack Zombie) 

$9.99 $9.00

Do you really know what life is like as a Minecraft Enderman? A new Minecraft update has just been released, removing all
music and dancing. Being a mosh mob himself, Elliot is horrified! Biome High fully supports the update and, as School Captain,
Elliot has to promote the new no-dance agenda. But Elliot believes this is wrong! Will he have the courage to stand against
the new update? Can he bring back the beat? (Here’s hoping!) For all books in this series type DIARY OF A MINECRAFT
ENDERMAN in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
All Zombie wants is to get through eighth grade (and have loads of time for video gaming). But mysterious Uncle Umberto
has turned up to tell him he is the Prince of the Hidden Biome. Zombie has to learn how to be a prince in record time, before
he returns with his uncle to take up the throne and rule the Hidden Biome. But his subjects don’t seem to want to be ruled.
Will Zombie be able to bring order to his unruly citizens or will his reign end in revolt? DIARY OF A MINECRAFT CREEPER
in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

228. Dork Diaries #14: Spectacular Superstar (Rachel Renee Russell) 

$16.99 $13.59

229. Emily Windsnap #9: Emily Windsnap and the Tides of Time (Liz Kessler) 

$14.99 $13.50

Nikki and her bandmates are looking forward to an AWESOME summer on tour as the opening act for the world famous
Bad Boyz! Nikki is a little worried when her frenemy, MacKenzie Hollister, weasels her way on to the tour. But she has a
total MELTDOWN when she learns that MacKenzie is her new roommate! Will Nikki survive her dream tour turning into a
nightmare?! For all titles in this series type DORK DIARIES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Emily Windsnap has returned home to Brightport, but she can’t help but miss the fantastical adventures she’s been having
on pirates’ ships and tropical islands. And Brightport isn’t exactly welcoming her home either - in fact, her best friend Mandy
doesn’t seem at all happy to see her. At least she has a new wishing stone, which will grant her three wishes, to help make
things better. But whatever Emily wishes seems to end badly... When she wishes for things to improve in Brightport, it has
terrible consequences for her mermaid friends in the ocean. And when she wishes for the ocean to be kept safe, life on land
becomes impossible. For all books in this series type EMILY WINDSNAP in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
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230. E
 xplorers Club #3: Explorers on Black Ice Bridge
(Alex Bell and Tomislav Tomic) 

$16.99 $15.30

231. Fowl Twins, The (Eoin Colfer) 

$19.99 $15.99

232. Frostheart (Jamie Littler) 

$14.99 $13.50

233. House of One Hundred Clocks, The (AM Howell) 

$14.99 $13.50

234. H
 ouse with a Clock in its Walls #5: Vengeance of the Witch Finder
(John Bellairs and Nathan Collins) 

$14.99 $13.50

235. H
 ouse with a Clock in its Walls #6: Doom of the Haunted Opera
(John Bellairs and Nathan Collins) 

$14.99 $13.50

236. International Yeti Collective, The (Paul Mason and Katy Riddell) 

$14.99 $11.99

237. Kid Who Came from Space, The (Ross Welford) 

$14.99 $13.50

238. Last Human (Lee Bacon)

$14.99 $13.50

239. Level Up #2: Level Up: Block and Roll (Tom Nicoll) 

$14.99 $13.50

240. Max and the Midknights (Lincoln Peirce) 

$14.99 $11.99

241. Middle School: Master of Disaster (James Patterson) 

$14.99 $13.50

242. Monster in the Lake (Louie Stowell and Davide Ortu) 

$14.99 $13.50

Ice princess Stella Starflake and her father Felix are in trouble: President Fogg has expelled them from the Polar Bear Explorers’
Club, and banned them from going on any further expeditions. Stella’s not going to be put off by rules and regulations though.
She knows her friend Shay is in danger of turning into a witch wolf himself, since receiving a deadly bite on their last adventure.
It’s vital that Stella and her friends set out to find the spellbook that could save his life, even if it means travelling over the cursed
Black Ice Bridge. For all books in this series type EXPLORERS CLUB in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Criminal genius runs in the family… Myles and Beckett Fowl are twins but the two boys are wildly different. Beckett is blonde,
messy and sulks whenever he has to wear clothes. Myles is impeccably neat, has an IQ of 170, and 3D prints a fresh suit
every day – just like his older brother, Artemis Fowl. A week after their eleventh birthday the twins are left in the care of house
security system, NANNI, for a single night. In that time, they befriend a troll on the run from a nefarious nobleman and an
interrogating nun both of whom need the magical creature for their own gain . . .Prepare for an epic adventure in which The
Fowl Twins and their new troll friend escape, get shot at, kidnapped, buried, arrested, threatened, killed (temporarily) . . . and
discover that the strongest bond in the world is not the one forged by covalent electrons in adjacent atoms, but the one that
exists between a pair of twins.
Way out in the furthest part of the known world, a tiny stronghold exists all on its own, cut off from the rest of human-kin by
monsters that lurk beneath the Snow Sea. There, a little boy called Ash waits for the return of his parents, singing a forbidden
lullaby to remind him of them... and doing his best to avoid his very, VERY grumpy yeti guardian, Tobu. But life is about to
get a whole lot more crazy-adventurous for Ash. When a brave rescue attempt reveals he has amazing magical powers, he’s
whisked aboard the Frostheart, a sleigh packed full of daring explorers who could use his help. But can they help him find his
family . . . ? Bursting with brilliant characters, heart-stopping adventure and tons of laughs, this is a magical tale about being
brave, looking out for your friends, and finding your place in the world. Fantasy-Adventure-Magic-Humour-FriendshipIdentity
1905. 12-year-old Helena’s father is appointed clock-winder to the Marquis of Norfolk’s enormous collection of clocks. It’s a
risky job - if the clocks stop, Helena’s father will lose everything. But when Helena starts helping out, she discovers the Marquis
is hiding many secrets, and finds herself in a race against time to discover the truth... A beautiful historical mystery filled with
discovery, emotion and STEM-friendly female characters.

Lewis and Uncle Jonathan have travelled to England to visit family at Barnavelt Manor, much to Lewis’s delight - he hasn’t
visited family outside of America before! Lewis becomes friends with the housekeeper’s son, Bertie, and as the two boys
explore the manor’s garden maze, Lewis accidentally unleashes demonic forces that summon the ghost of an evil wizard
adamant on destroying his entire family. Can Lewis fight the maniacal wizard, or will all the Barnavelts perish? For all books in
this series type HOUSE WITH A CLOCK in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

When Lewis and Rose Rita explore an abandoned theater, they discover an unpublished opera score entitled ‘The Day of
Doom’. Ignoring a strange omen, they show it to their music teacher, who heralds ‘The Day of Doom’ a masterpiece. Little do
they know that the eerie Henry Vanderhelm, the composer’s grandson, arrives with a plan to awaken the dead and enslave
the world! Soon, all the adults are enamoured - and enspelled - by Henry Vanderhelm. A mysterious fog descends upon New
Zebedee and everyone is trapped inside it. It is up to Lewis and Rose Rita to stop the dead coming back to life. For all books
in this series type HOUSE WITH A CLOCK in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Ella is in the Himalayas with her uncle searching for yeti. But what seems like the adventure of a lifetime is cut short when
she realizes that these secretive creatures might not want to be found. Tick knows it’s against yeti law to approach humans.
So when some arrive on the mountain, why does he find himself peering through the trees to get a closer look? What Tick
doesn’t know is that his actions will set off a series of events that threaten the existence of yeti all over the world. What can
he do to make things right? Just when all hope seems lost, help comes in the most unexpected form… Adventure-NatureEcology-Mythology
A small village in the wilds of Northumberland is rocked by the disappearance of twelve-year-old Tammy. Only her twin brother,
Ethan, knows she is safe – and the extraordinary truth of where she is. It is a secret he must keep, or risk never seeing her
again. But that doesn’t mean he’s going to give up. Together with his friend Iggy and the mysterious (and very hairy) Hellyann,
Ethan teams up with a spaceship called Philip, and Suzy the trained chicken, for a nail-biting chase to get his sister back…
that will take him further than anyone has ever been before. Friendship-Mystery-Space
An unlikely friendship. A dangerous voyage. A story about what it means to be human. Humans went extinct thirty years ago.
Now the world is ruled by machines. And twelve-year-old robot XR_935 is just fine with that. Without humans around, there is
no war, no pollution, no crime. Every member of society has a purpose. Everything runs smoothly and efficiently. Until the day
XR discovers something impossible. Until the day XR discovers a twelve-year-old human. Friendship
Videogame-obsessed Flo and her best friend, Max, get more than they bargained for when they find themselves INSIDE their
favourite games! Having successfully battled spaceships, Max and Flo are excited to return home. But when they wake up,
they’re in Max’s favourite game, Blocktopia. The friends are accepted into a city, where they are protected from the dangerous
monsters that attack daily. Max is in his element – creating increasingly elaborate buildings – but Flo just wants to go home.
Then she uncovers a secret. A secret which might just be the key to escaping the game… For all books in this series type
LEVEL UP in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Gaming-Adventure-Humour
Max wants to be a knight - too bad that dream is about as likely as finding a friendly dragon. But when Max’s uncle Budrick
is kidnapped by the cruel King Gastley, Max has to act . . . and fast! Joined by a band of brave adventurers - the Midknights
- Max sets out on a thrilling quest: to save uncle Budrick and restore the realm of Byjovia to its formerglory! AdventureCourage-Bravery-Quest-Magic
Rafe and Jimmy, two misunderstood “troublemakers”, are finally up to something good. They’re in charge of a huge
celebration of books and reading--but when a small issue snowballs into a big problem that threatens to derail the whole
event, they need to work fast to keep things on track! And the best part? Rafe and Jimmy are joined by the funniest storytellers
they know, including Jamie Grimm from I FUNNY, Jacky Ha-Ha, the Kidd family of TREASURE HUNTERS, super-genius Max
Einstein--everyone’s favorite characters from James Patterson’s bestselling series for kids! For all books in this series type
MIDDLE SCHOOL in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Kit is a wizard. The youngest wizard in the world, in fact. But her magic keeps going wrong, and all kinds of weird stuff has
started happening - exploding fireballs, animals talking when they shouldn’t be, and a very strange new arrival in a nearby
park. So Kit and her two best friends - along with their local librarian - set off to investigate, and to save the world... again.
Reading-Books-Library-Monsters-Adventure-Stereotype-Magic
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MIDDLE NOVELS: AGES 8-13 (220-256)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

243. Monster Nanny (Tuutikki Tolonen) 

$16.99 $15.30

244. My Fathers Words (Patricia MacLachlan) 

$14.99 $13.50

245. Piper McCloud #3: Girl Who Fell Out of the Sky (Victoria Forester) 

$12.99 $11.70

246. Pony Called Secret #6: True Champion, A (Olivia Tuffin) 

$12.99 $11.70

247. Redstone Junior High #4: When Enderman Attack (Cara J Stevens) 

$14.99 $13.50

248. Rose Campion #3: Rose Campion and the Christmas Mystery (Lyn Gardner) 

$14.99 $13.50

249. Sasha’s Secret (Cathy Cassidy) 

$14.99 $13.50

250. Shadow Skye #1: Good Hawk, The (Joseph Elliott) 

$16.99 $15.30

251. Star Outside My Window, The (Onjali Rauf) 

$14.99 $13.50

252. Thea Stilton Special Edition #8: Dance of the Star Fairies, The (The Stilton) 

$19.99 $18.00

253. Tom Gates #17: Tom Gates: Spectacular School Trip (Really) (Liz Pichon)

$16.99 $13.59

254. Unicorn Quest #3: Fire in the Star (Kamilla Benko) 

$14.99 $13.50

255. Wings of Fire Legends #2: Dragonslayer (Tui T Sutherland) 

$16.99 $15.30

256. Winterborne Home for Vengeance and Valour, The (Ally Carter) 

$14.99 $13.50

Halley, Koby and Mimi have been sent a nanny to look after them while their parents are away. The only problem? Their nanny
is a monster! Grah is enormous, hairy, dusty and doesn’t talk. As the three siblings search for answers, they discover that other
neighbourhood kids have also been left with similar creatures. So where did they all come from? With no parents around and the
fate of their new nanny at stake, the Hellman kids must depend on each other as they solve the mystery of the monsters - and
maybe even help them get back to their home. Fantasy-Friendship-Monsters-Family Unit-Adventure-Humour-Tolerance
Declan O’Brien always had a gentle word to share, odd phrases he liked to repeat, and songs to sing while he played
basketball. His favorite song was “Dona Nobis Pacem,” “Grant Us Peace.” His family loved him deeply and always knew they
were loved in return. But a terrible accident one day changes their lives forever, and Fiona and Finn O’Brien are left without a
father. Their mother is at a loss. What words are there to guide them through such overwhelming grief. At the suggestion of
their friend Luke, Fiona and Finn volunteer at an animal rescue shelter, where they meet two sweet dogs who are in need of
comfort, too. Perhaps with time, patience, and their father’s gentle words in their hearts, hope will spark once more.
What happens when the girl who could fly can’t fly anymore? Piper’s ability has disappeared, perhaps the result of some dark
spell put on her, or perhaps because her ability has simply vanished forever. There is a worldwide calamity that Piper, Conrad,
and their exceptional friends must tackle to save the planet, but Piper is left behind. If she can’t fly, then what use is she? Piper
learns she can’t do a lot of things—cook, clean, and help Ma around the house, for example. She feels more helpless than
ever. It is the “normal” kids around her, kids she felt never liked her before, who end up helping her believe in herself again.
Does she fly again? Yes. And in the process, she learns that life is always exceptional, and “abilities” come in many forms. For
all books in this series type PIPER MCLOUD in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Alice and her beloved pony are off to train at Devon’s world-class yard – following in the footsteps of the British showjumping
team! Alice and Secret have gone further than anyone thought possible . . . but on the day of the showjumping trials for the
British team, Alice has to make an almost impossible choice. Just how far is she prepared to go to reach the very top? What
does the future hold for Alice and her spirited red pony? For all books in this series type PONY CALLED SECRET in the
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Winter has come to Redstone Junior High once again, and with it comes holiday celebrations, snowball combat practice,
and loads of outdoor fun. But even though the threat of Smite and his henchmen has passed, a new, sinister force lurks
in the dark hallways of the school. Strange blocks begin to appear in random places throughout the school and students
have been hearing eerie sounds coming from its abandoned corridors. Pixel, Sky, and Uma team up to figure out what’s
tormenting their school and why. For all books in this series type REDSTONE JUNIOR HIGH in the search facility at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au GRAPHIC NOVEL
It’s pantomime season at Campions’ Palace of Varieties and Wonders - but Rose Campion and her friends have more to worry
about than who’ll be filling the role of Cinderella. The Duchess - the deadly ruler of the London criminal underworld - has been
released from prison, and she has her sights set not only on Rose, but also on a pricesless emerald necklace that has just
arrived in the city. Meanwhile, Campions’ is playing host to the mysterious hypnotist Madame de Valentina - but how is she
able to communicate with the souls of departed loved ones . . . before they’ve died? For all books in this series type ROSE
CAMPION in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Mystery-Murder-Theatre-Historical
Sasha seems to have it all. She’s the lead singer of an amazing band, she’s starting to get famous online and it seems like the
coolest boy in school might have a crush on her. But the Lost and Found band hasn’t noticed that her struggles with anxiety
are overwhelming her. When a world-famous rock-star invites the band to record music at his country mansion, and when
Sasha starts having blackouts, she has a feeling that she won’t be able to keep it secret much longer... Will she be able to
hide her problems, or will Sasha’s secret be exposed?
If everything was taken from you, what would you do to get it back? Agatha patrols the sea wall with pride, despite those in
her clan who question her right to be there, because of the condition she was born with. Jaime is a reluctant Angler, full of
self-doubt and afraid of the sea. When disaster strikes, the pair must embark on a terrifying journey to a land where forgotten
magic and dark secrets lurk in every shadow... Down’s Syndrome-Fantasy-Adventure-Dystopian
Following the disappearance of her mum, 10-year-old Aniyah suddenly finds herself living in foster care. With her life in disarray,
she knows just one thing for sure: her mum isn’t gone for ever. Because people with the brightest hearts never truly leave.
They become stars. So when a new star is spotted acting strangely in the sky, Aniyah is sure it’s her mum, and she embarks
on the adventure of a lifetime to make sure everyone else knows too -- an adventure that involves breaking into the Royal
Observatory of London, a mischievous scurry of squirrels and the biggest star in Hollywood... Told through the innocent voice
of a child, this is a story that explores the subtle faces and endless impacts of domestic violence, and celebrates the power
of hope and resilience. Domestic Violence-Mystery-Hope-Resilience-Foster Care
The Kingdom of Starlight is in trouble! The shine from all the stars is fading. It is up to the Thea Sisters to figure out why. Can
they return the light to the night sky before it’s too late? For all books in this series type THEA STILTON SPECIAL EDITION
in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Hardback
Welcome back to the AMAZING world of Tom Gates! But right now, it’s not looking quite as amazing as usual. Tom’s trying
REALLY HARD to stay out of trouble. But he’s got THREE sad faces on the school achievement chart! And getting another
sad face means Mr Fullerman won’t let him go on the SCHOOL TRIP! Moany Marcus Meldrew is making things worse. And
now Tom’s annoyed his grumpy sister Delia. Will she wreak revenge? Will Rooster the dog stop eating his homework? Will Tom
stay – or will he go? For all titles in this series type TOM GATES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Humour
Claire Martinson has always depended on her older sister, Sophie, to take care of her, but now it’s Claire’s turn to protect her
sister. On the trail of the last unicorn, Claire sets off on her own to make things right in Arden the magical land she and her
sister discovered. But there are terrible forces working against her. Claire, Sophie, and their friends must convince Arden’s
four guilds of magic to set aside the past if they are to have any hope of a future. Because if the queen has her way, Claire
and Sophie will never return home and the unicorns of Arden will be lost - forever. For all titles in this series type UNICORN
QUEST in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
This special edition of the #1 New York Times best-selling Wings of Fire series soars back in time to give readers a glimpse of
Pyrrhia through new eyes. For decades’ dragons have wondered how three small scavengers managed to kill Queen Oasis.
Until now. Travel back to before the War of SandWing Succession, and experience Pyrrhia as we’ve never seen it beforethrough the eyes of humans. For all titles in this series type WINGS OF FIRE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
April didn’t mean to start the fire. She wasn’t even the one who broke the vase. She had absolutely no intention of becoming
the only person who knows that Gabriel Winterborne, the missing-and-presumed-dead billionaire, is neither missing nor dead
and is actually living in the basement of Winterborne House, sharpening his swords and looking for vengeance. Now that April
knows Gabriel Winterborne is alive, it’s up to her to keep him that way. But there’s only so much a twelve-year-old girl can do,
so April must turn to the other orphans for help. Together, they’ll have to unravel the riddle of a missing heir and a creepy legend,
and find a secret key, before the only home they’ve even known is lost to them forever. Mystery-Friendship-Disappearance
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INFORMATION (257-345)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

257. 12 Hacks to Beat Bullying (Honor Head) 

$26.99 $24.30

258. 12 Hacks to Boost Self-Esteem (Honor Head) 

$26.99 $24.30

259. 12 Hacks to Happiness (Honor Head) 

$26.99 $24.30

260. 12 Hacks to Worry Less (Honor Head) 

$26.99 $24.30

261. 100% Get The Whole Picture: Energy and Fuel (Paul Mason) 

$26.99 $24.30

262. 100% Get The Whole Picture: Forces and Matter (Paul Mason) 

$26.99 $24.30

263. 100% Get The Whole Picture: Human Body (Paul Mason) 

$26.99 $24.30

264. 100% Get The Whole Picture: Our Living Planet (Paul Mason) 

$26.99 $24.30

265. 100% Get The Whole Picture: People and Places (Paul Mason) 

$26.99 $24.30

266. 100% Get The Whole Picture: Space and Time (Paul Mason) 

$26.99 $24.30

267. All Bodies Are Good Bodies (Charlotte Barkla) 

$19.99 $18.00

268. All Kinds of Beliefs (Anita Ganeri) 

$26.99 $24.30

269. All Kinds of Bodies (Judith Heneghan)

$26.99 $24.30

270. All Kinds of Families (Anita Ganeri) 

$26.99 $24.30

271. All Kinds of Feelings (Judith Heneghan) 

$26.99 $24.30

272. An A to Z Story of Australian Animals (Sally Morgan and Bronwyn Bancroft) 

$16.99 $15.30

273. Animals (Compilation) 

$24.99 $22.50

274. Antarctica (Moira Court) 

$24.99 $19.99

Discover 12 simple steps to combat bullying and improve your emotional wellbeing. This short but essential book will quickly
and clearly advise children on how to deal with bullies, including cyberbullies, being left out, frenemies and peer pressure.
Know how to stay safe online, recognise when you need to ask for help and learn how to improve your self-esteem and
believe in yourself again.

Discover 12 simple steps to boost self-esteem and improve your emotional well-being This short but essential book will quickly
and clearly advise children on how to improve their self-esteem. From changing the way you think about yourself to building
up life skills, not being afraid of failure and improving body image, everyone can learn to believe in themselves and know that
they are special.
Discover 12 simple steps to build happiness and better mental health. This short but essential book will quickly and clearly
advise children on 12 steps to happiness. From learning new things to getting outside more, to talking to others, giving and
learning to appreciate the simple things in life, children can find out that happiness is easier to find than they might have realised.
Discover 12 simple steps to start to worry less and build resilience. This short but essential book will quickly and clearly advise
children on how to worry less. Find out about practical ways to learn how to control worries. Find out how to handle starting
a new school, peer pressure, fighting social media anxiety and the fear of missing out, as well as deal with bullying or panic
attacks. There are so many things to worry about when you’re young, but this book will help you to tackle your fears and build
your confidence and resilience so you can face any challenges in your life ahead.
Learn about our energy and fuel through facts focused on percentages. Did you know that only 9.5% of the energy we use
comes from renewable sources? Find out how dependent we are on fossil fuels. Learn about our energy and fuel through
facts focused on percentages. Fossil fuel, renewable energy, carbon in the atmosphere are some of the topics covered in this
exciting new way of exploring energy and fuel. STEAM-Maths-Science
Learn about forces and matter through facts focused on percentages. Did you know that only 12.5% of an iceberg is above
the surface and the remaining 87.5% is below water? Find out about the different states of matter and the forces that govern
them. Learn about forces and matter through facts focused on percentages. Liquids, solids, gases, buoyancy are some of the
topics covered in this exciting new way of exploring forces and matter. STEAM-Maths-Science
Learn about the human body through facts focused on percentages. Did you know blood is made of 55% plasma and 45%
blood cells? Together they make 100% blood. Or that 65% of the body is water? Lungs, the brain, muscles, senses are some
of the topics covered in this exciting new way of exploring how our body works. STEAM-Maths-Human Body
Learn about our planet Earth through facts focused on percentages. Did you know that 40% of volcanoes are active and 60%
aren’t? Find out what causes earthquakes and how they are measured. Habitats, earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis and the
air we breathe are some of the topics covered in this exciting new way of exploring how our planet works. STEAM-MathsPlanet Earth
Learn about people and places through facts focused on percentages. Did you know that 66% of the world population lives in
cities and just 34% lives in the countryside? Find out about the biggest cities on the planet. Cities, habitats, coastal areas are
some of the topics covered in this exciting new way of exploring people and places. STEAM-Maths-People and Places-Science

Learn about space and time through facts focused on percentages. Did you know that only 10% of the Universe’s galaxies
can be seen by scientists, 90% still cannot be seen by today’s telescopes? Find out about the objects zooming around the
Solar System. The Big Bang, the Milky Way, black holes, dark matter are some of the topics covered in this exciting new way
of exploring space and time. STEAM-Maths-Science
Bold and beautiful, loud and proud, All Bodies are Good Bodies is an uplifting book about different body features and types.
Through playful rhyme, it promotes the development of body acceptance and celebrates inclusivity and individuality.
There are all kinds of beliefs. People may be Buddhists, Christians, Hindus, Jews, Muslims or Sikhs, or belong to other
religions. Some people have non-religious beliefs. We can show what we believe by how we dress, what we eat, how we
behave and how we treat other people. What are your beliefs? This non-fiction picture book celebrates the different beliefs
people have, and is illustrated throughout with beautiful artwork.
There are all kinds of bodies. They come in different shapes, colours and sizes and every body is completely unique. Our
bodies are amazing things! They change as we get older. Different bodies are good at different things. What can your body
do? This non-fiction picture book celebrates the different appearances and abilities people have, and is illustrated throughout
with beautiful artwork.
There are all kinds of families. Families can be big or small and they can change over time. Some families live together and
others live apart. They can have one or two or no mums or dads. In every family there are people who love each other. Who’s
in your family? This non-fiction picture book celebrates the rich variety of families that exist in the world, and is illustrated
throughout with beautiful artwork.
There are all kinds of feelings. We can feel happy and sad, excited and disappointed, worried, angry, curious and calm. Our
feelings change, often several times in one day. When we understand our feelings, it helps us to understand how other people
are feeling, too. How are you feeling today? This non-fiction picture book celebrates the different feelings we all experience,
and is illustrated throughout with beautiful artwork.
This remarkable book is more than an A to Z of Australian animals. It is a spectrum of every feeling under the sun - from
wonder to vanity, from weariness to delight - and every one of these passions can be found between the covers of a book...
if only you take the time to have a look. Australian Animals-Australiana
More than 3,000 animal species are profiled in this truly stunning, all-new information book. Packed with the latest expert information
across the world of natural history research and paired with eye-catching photographs. Animals includes feature spreads that are
short and educational and includes top 10 lists, as well as deep dives into themes affecting all the nature on our planet, from habitats
to life-cycles and from migration to conservation. A beautiful addition to any classroom or budding scientist’s bookshelf.
Antarctica - an icy desert with mountain ranges and sleeping volcanoes, home to the spinning end of the earth and to a diverse
array of quirky creatures. This stunning new picture book from Moira Court is the perfect read-aloud with which to teach kids
to count while learning about the world’s coldest but most environmentally important continent, Antarctica.
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INFORMATION (257-345)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

275. Australian Survival Guide, The (George Ivanoff) 

$24.99 $22.50

276. Australian Outback (John Lesley) 

$26.99 $21.59

277. Azaria: A True Story (Maree Coote) 

$29.99 $27.00

278. Bat Book, The (Charlotte Milner) 

$24.99 $19.99

279. Big Hug Book: Family Is Like a Cake (Shona Innes) 

$14.99 $13.50

280. Big Hug Books Worries Are Like Clouds (Shona Innes) 

$14.99 $13.50

281. Big Ideas for Young Thinkers (Jamia Wilson Andrea Pippins) 

$27.99 $25.20

282. China Through Time: A 2,500 Year Journey (Dorling Kindersley) 

$24.99 $22.50

283. Coming Home to Country (Bronwyn Bancroft) 

$24.99 $19.99

284. DK Life Stories Amelia Earhart (Libby Romero) 

$12.99 $11.70

285. DK Life Stories Leonardo Da Vinci (Stephen Krensky)

$12.99 $11.70

286. Eco Stories for Those Who Dare to Care (Ben Hubbard) 

$26.99 $24.30

287. Eyewitness: Forensic Science (Dorling Kindersley) 

$14.99 $13.50

288. F
 air Dinkum Histories: All The Stinky Bits: Gold Rush
(Jackie French and Dave Hackett) 

$14.99 $13.50

289. Fantastically Great Women Who Saved the Planet (Kate Pankhurst)

$14.99 $13.50

Oh no! You’ve been bitten by an inland taipan? Don’t worry, The Australia Survival Guide has the first-aid advice you need!
What’s that? You’re lost in the bush and need to know how to collect your own water? The Australia Survival Guide has got
you covered. Our amazing country has its fair share of dangers- sharks, snakes, cyclones and crocodiles can be a serious
threat to your life! But don’t worry. This book will help you by providing the knowledge you need to survive in all kinds of Aussie
conditions - in the bush, in the desert or even at the beach! So get out there and look around! Even if you think Australia is
trying to kill you, The Australia Survival Guide can save your life!
The Outback is not a place with any definite boundary. When Australians refer to the Outback they mean the enormous regions
of the country that are far away from the sorts of services transport and facilities that people expect to find in urban areas.
Find out who lives in the Outback how they survive and why they choose to live in one of the harshest but most beautiful
places on Earth.- One of the largest wilderness regions left in the world. - Cattle stations bigger than countries. - Ancient and
sparsely populated
Where wild animals and people meet, tragedy can strike, because just like the big bad wolf, the dingo is not afraid of you and
me. A beautifully illustrated non-fiction picture book that sensitively explores the collision of wilderness and civilisation, explains
a famous miscarriage of justice, and examines the role of the media in history-telling, in an appropriate manner for children.
Take a journey through the upside-down world of bats with The Bat Book. Bright, bold, and beautiful illustrations accompany
fascinating facts about these furry flying mammals and their importance to the world we live in. From the way they fly, to how
they communicate, and why they sleep upside-down, each of the world’s 1,300 types of bat is unique and utterly fascinating.
Bats are also incredibly important to the environment. As well as gobbling up pests, and spreading seeds through the forests,
they also pollinate over 500 different species of plants throughout the world.
Families come in all shapes and sizes. They are the people who help us feel that we belong. Families give us help, support
and love, even when we are apart from them. When we are with our family, we feel like we are home. For all titles in this series
type BIG HUG BOOK in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au Humour
Worries are like clouds: Some days are so wonderful we wish we could bottle them. But other days we don’t feel like getting out
of bed. Worries are like clouds that float in and take the shine out of our day. Moving worries away can make even the toughest
day feel a little better. For all titles in this series type BIG HUG BOOK in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Humour
Explore 20 of the biggest questions of our day. Jamia Wilson expertly explores the difficult questions kids may ask by
introducing a diverse range of thinkers and luminaries. Each question is introduced in lively prose before a timeline lays out how
different thinkers of the world have approached each question. Chapters are organised into five sections: Identity, Life, Truth,
Culture, and Creativity. Questions include: Who are you? Who are we? Why do I think? What is gender? Why do we exist?
What happens when we die? What is right and wrong? What is bias? Do I have it? What is freedom? What is an imagination
What is memory? Stylish and accessible, it brings philosophy to the next generation in a warm and inclusive way.
Take an unforgettable time-travelling journey through Chinese history with this beautifully illustrated history book for children.
Spanning 2,500 years and 1,794 km (1,115 miles), from Hangzhou in the south to Beijing in the north, China Through Time
tells the fascinating story of China’s Grand Canal - the world’s longest and oldest canal. Meet emperors, armies, and soldiers
from early Chinese history, and follow the construction and development of the Grand Canal up the present day. History Year
7 The Ancient World China
Run to the creek, perch on a rock, slip into clear crystal water. An visual and lyrical depiction of coming home to country
from acclaimed author and illustrator Bronwyn Bancroft. Aboriginal Studies-Belonging-Home Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Histories and Cultures
Discover the inspiring story of Amelia Earhart - the first woman to fly solo over the Atlantic Ocean - in this fascinating kids’
biography. Amelia Earhart is one of the world’s most famous aviators in the history of flight and a role model for women
everywhere. Follow the story of this trailblazing pilot - from her childhood adventures in Kansas, USA, to her around-the-worldflight in 1937, which ended in her mysterious disappearance over the Pacific Ocean. For all titles in this series type DK LIFE
STORIES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
Discover the inspiring story of Leonardo da Vinci, the artist, inventor, and engineer of the Italian Renaissance, in this fascinating
kids’ biography. Leonardo was a creative genius who wanted to understand how things worked. This book traces his life,
from his birth in a hilltop village near Florence, Italy, through to his work as a painter, sculptor, and engineer. Leonardo made
hundreds of drawings and paintings, including the Mona Lisa - probably the most famous painting in the world. Learn how
Leonardo made detailed sketches of the human body and designs of parachutes, helicopters, and armoured tanks - many
years before the technology existed to build them. For all titles in this series type DK LIFE STORIES in the search facility at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au
The perfect introduction to environmentalism and the world-changing lives that have fought for our planet’s future. From Greta
Thunberg to David Attenborough, Rachel Carson to Wangari Maathai, activists of all ages, from all corners of the planet, will
inspire readers to think and take action on the most important issues of our era. Clear, concise text presents the stand-out
biographical information from these inspirational figures, and acts as a perfect primer for conversations about activism and
environmentalism.
What is forensic science and how is it used to solve a crime? Explore the fascinating, and sometimes gory, world of forensics,
where science helps crack the case. From the scene of the crime to testing in the laboratory, you will get to know how all
the clues are put together to tell a story and reveal the guilty person. Discover how methods have changed since the days of
Sherlock Holmes, the latest technology in use today, and techniques of the future. STEAM-Science

Telling BITS of history as they really were! Gold fever hit Australia in the 1850s and it was the start of a wild, crazy hunt that saw
people from all over the world come to try their luck. A few people might have dug up a fortune, but what most diggers dug
was latrines. It turns out that the Gold Rush was mostly smelly, dirty, filthy and just yuck. Welcome to the most STINKY look
at Australia yet! For all titles in this series type FAIR DINKUM HISTORIES in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
A smart, informative, inclusive and accessible book about trail-blazing women who have been making decisions that have
helped protect our natural world from way before it was on a political agenda. Discover their untold stories. Tackle the plastic
problem with Isatou Ceesay by recycling waste into beautiful objects. Marvel at the intelligence of chimpanzees with Jane
Goodall. Learn why it’s important to shop fair trade and cruelty-free with Anita Roddick and The Body Shop. Resist devastating
deforestation and plant seeds of change with Wangari Maathai. We’re in an age when young people like Greta Thunberg are
calling for those in power to ‘wake up’ and take action. But everyone has a part to play.
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290. Fantastic Facts About Australia’s Amazing Inventions (Frances Payne) 

$26.99 $24.30

291. Fantastic Facts About Australia’s Extraordinary Animals (Frances Payne) 

$26.99 $24.30

292. Fauna: Australia’s Most Curious Creatures (Tania McCartney) 

$24.99 $19.99

293. Football World: Competitions (James Nixon) 

$19.99 $18.00

294. Football World: History of Football (James Nixon) 

$19.99 $18.00

295. Football World: Leagues (James Nixon)

$19.99 $18.00

296. Football World: Players (James Nixon) 

$19.99 $18.00

297. Football Heroes: De Bruyne (James Nixon) 

$11.99 $10.80

298. Football Heroes: Messi (James Nixon) 

$11.99 $10.80

299. Football Heroes: Morgan (James Nixon) 

$11.99 $10.80

300. Football Heroes: Smith (James Nixon) 

$11.99 $10.80

301. Get Active: Dance (Alix Wood) 

$26.99 $24.30

302. Get Active: Gymnastics (Alix Wood) 

$26.99 $24.30

303. Get Active: Ice Skating (Alix Wood) 

$26.99 $24.30

304. Get Active: Martial Arts (Alix Wood) 

$26.99 $24.30

305. Get Active: Yoga (Alix Wood) 

$26.99 $24.30

306. G
 ood, the Bad and the Silly: Stories of Our Past
(John Dickson and Bern Emmerichs) 

$29.99 $27.00

307. Great Big Brain Book, The (Mary Hoffman and Ros Asquith) 

$24.99 $22.50

From the scientific discoveries made by the Indigenous Australians living thousands of years ago, right up to the wonders
of Wi-Fi, the technology that Australians continue to invent is used by people around the world. Whether it’s medicines from
local plants, or ways to keep babies safe while travelling in cars, there are lots of inventions to find out about in this book.
Everyone connects kangaroos with Australia, but there are many more weird and wonderful creatures to discover in this book.
Whether they are lurking in the water, hidden underground or coming face-to-face with you in the desert, each Aussie animal
is astonishing in its own way.
Did you know that platypus have retractable webbing on their hind feet to enable an easy transition from swimming to digging?
That kangaroos can’t sweat and that the cassowary has no tongue? In Fauna - Australia’s Most Curious Creatures, readers
are constantly introduced to facts that delight, amaze and induce sheer wonder at the clever design and adaptability of our
much-loved native fauna. The information on each individual species is presented in small ‘bites’ to hold the interest of younger
readers, while the information taken in total gives a comprehensive summary of each species, including breeding and feeding
habits, physical characteristics, habitat and other unique and quirky features.
Find out all you ever wanted to know about the biggest tournaments in world football! Read about events such as the World
Cup and the Euros, as well as club competitions, including the Champions League and the FA Cup. Discover how each
competition works, the past champions and some of football’s greatest stories.

Find out how the game developed from a medieval kick-about on the streets into the most popular sport on the planet.
Football has come a long way from its roots in the Middle Ages to the professional sport it is today. This complete story of
football shows you the game’s most legendary players and some of the greatest teams in history.
Find out all about the best divisions in world football. Read about the top leagues in Europe, including the Premier League and
the Bundesliga. Discover how each league works, the past champions and some of football’s greatest stories.
Find out who are the top footballers in the world today and what makes them so great. Featuring over 50 superstars, from
tough-tackling defenders and midfield destroyers to superb shot-stoppers and prolific goal-scorers.
Kevin de Bruyne is arguably Manchester City’s best player. This is the story of how the young Belgian rose through the ranks,
worked hard despite the difficulties he faced along the way, and showed courage and determination to prove his skill in the
world’s toughest league. His versatility, technique and goal-scoring ability have allowed him to become a midfielder like no other.
Lionel Messi is a legend - Barcelona’s star player and the world’s best footballer. But when he was young, he was so small
that his friends called him ‘Little Leo’ and coaches worried he wasn’t big enough. Yet through bravery, talent and hard work,
he proved them wrong. Messi tells the magical story of how the tiniest boy in South America grew up to become the greatest
player on earth.
Alex Morgan is co-captain of Team USA and the face of women’s football right across the world. As the star who leads the
American attacking line, her height, speed and skill make her impossible to defend, and have helped drive USA to World Cup
and Olympic glory. Alex Morgan is football’s real life ‘Captain America’!
By the time Kelly Smith was nine years old, she was already so good she was running rings around the boys at her local club
and scoring goals for fun. But angry parents complained she was making their sons look silly, and Kelly had to move to a
girls’ team. From that day, she knew she had to be twice as skillful and brave as any boy to succeed in the game she loved.
Smith is the story of how the girl from Watford refused to be held back, and became an Arsenal superstar and the England
women’s national team’s top scorer.
Learn an array of different dance styles with GET ACTIVE!: DANCE. From hip-hop to tap, ballet to jazz, this book has useful
photos, step-by-step guides and technical tips to help you perfect a whole host of moves.

Learn an array of different gymnastic disciplines with GET ACTIVE!: GYMNASTICS. From floor work to vaulting, the beam to
the trampoline, this book has useful photos, step-by-step guides and technical tips to help you perfect a whole host of skills.
Learn an array of different skating skills with GET ACTIVE!: ICE SKATING. From turning to falling, ice dancing to ice hockey,
this book has useful photos, step-by-step guides and technical tips to help you perfect a whole host of skills and moves.
Learn an array of different disciplines with GET ACTIVE!: MARTIAL ARTS. From kung fu to jujitsu, aikido to judo, this book has
useful photos, step-by-step guides and technical tips to help you perfect a whole host of moves.
From meditation to breathing, standing poses to floor poses, this book has useful photos, step-by-step guides and technical
tips to help you perfect a whole host of moves.

The Good, the Bad and the Silly is a collection of 15 stories from Australia’s history that offer glimpses into our troubled but
extraordinary foundation and development as a nation. There are stories about child labour, Sydney’s first hospital, Burke and
Wills, a murderous camel, Aboriginal activism and the war on emus. Australian History-Convicts-Aboriginal Studies-Social
Justice-Extinction History Year 4 First Contact-History Year 5 The Australian Colonies- Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Histories and Cultures-Asia and Australia’s Engagement with Asia
Your brain is absolutely amazing! They are responsible for absolutely every single thing we do. Every time we breathe, or walk
or talk or eat, it’s all because of our brilliant brains! When we feel happy or sad, when we drop something, when we run or
draw - none of this would be possible without our fantastic brains. Find out how our brains work, how they control the rest
of the body and how they change over time. From how they create our memories, to how they help us learn new things and
what happens to them when we are asleep, great ready to uncover lots of fascinating facts about the brain.

308. H
 eritage Heroes: Will the Wonderkid: Treasure hunter of the Australian Outback
(Stephanie Owen Reeder) 
$24.99 $19.99

It’s December 1914, and young Will Hutchison heads off into the South Australian desert in search of gold with his father,
two other explorers and six camels. Their expedition doesn’t go according to plan, and finding water becomes their prime
concern. In a desperate bid to survive, the men ride off on their camels to look for water, leaving Will alone at their campsite.
But teenager Will, is not content with babysitting pack camels, and so he leaves the safety of the campsite to search for water.
Resourceful and resilient, Will, not only survives against the odds but also makes a truly remarkable discovery in this true story
from Australia’s past. Australian History-Explorers-Survival
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309. How to Make a Better World (Keilly Swift) 

$19.99 $18.00

310. It Can’t Be True: Animals (Dorling Kindersley) 

$24.99 $22.50

If you are a kid with big dreams and a passion for what is right, you’re a world-changer in the making. There’s a lot that can
be changed by just one person, if you know what to do. Start by making yourself into the awesome person you want to be
by learning all about self-care and kindness. Using those skills, work your way up to creating activist campaigns to tackle
climate change or social injustice. Through ideas as small as creating a neighbourhood lending library to as important as
public speaking and how to talk about politics, How to Make a Better World is a practical guide to activism for awesome kids.
Environment-Peace-Citizenship-Justice-Activism HASS Civics and Citizenship Year 3
Packed with mind-blowing facts and awesome illustrations, this brilliant book explores the weird and wonderful world of
animals. It Can’t Be True! Animals brings you record-breaking facts, amazing true stories of heroic animals, and unbelievable
animal activity that you can see for yourself. Eye-popping photos, and unique illustrations show you what the numbers mean,
comparing the extraordinary with the familiar.

311. L
 ittle People, Big Dreams: Astrid Lindgren
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Linzie Hunter) $19.99 $18.00

Little Astrid grew up on an old farm in Sweden. Her childhood was very happy, so happy that she never wanted to grow up.
When she was four, her friend Edit read Astrid her first story. Suddenly, the entire place was filled with giants, witches, and
fairies. They all came out from a magic object call a book. Astrid did her best to learn how to read, and once she started, she
couldn’t stop! Soon, there were no books left to borrow from the library and her friends. Learn how Astrid turned her love
of books and telling stories into a career as a world-renowned author. For all titles in this series type LITTLE PEOPLE in the
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

312. L
 ittle People, Big Dreams: David Attenborough
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Mikyp Noh) 

$19.99 $18.00

313. L
 ittle People, Big Dreams: Evonne Goolagong
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Lisa Koesterke) 

$19.99 $18.00

314. L
 ittle People, Big Dreams: Martin Luther King JR
(Isabella Sanchez Vegara and Mai Ly Degnan) 

$19.99 $18.00

315. Life-Sized Animal Poo (John Townsend) 

$26.99 $24.30

Little David grew up in Leicester on the campus of a university, where his father was a professor. As a child, he spent hours
in the science library, collating his own specimens and creating a mini animal museum. When he was old enough to go to
university, he studied science and zoology - but what he wanted most of all was to be close to the animals he was studying.
So, he started working in television, visiting animals in their natural habitats and telling the world the untold stories of these
animals. For all titles in this series type LITTLE PEOPLE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

Evonne grew up on a hot, dusty farm in Australia. She was the third of eight children, and descendant of the Wirundjuri people,
who have lived on the land for more than 60,000 years. Her talent for tennis was discovered at a local tennis club, and before
she knew it, the girl dreaming about the place called ‘Wimbledon’ was playing on centre court. For all titles in this series type
LITTLE PEOPLE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

Little Martin grew up in a family of preachers: his dad was a preacher, his uncle was a preacher, his grandfather was a
preacher... so maybe he’d become a great preacher too. One day, a friend invited him to play at his house. Martin was
shocked when his mother wouldn’t let him in because he was black. That day he realized there was something terribly unfair
going on. Martin believed that no one should remain silent and accept something if it’s wrong. And he promised himself that
- when he grew up - he’d fight injustice with the most powerful weapon of all: words. For all titles in this series type LITTLE
PEOPLE in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
This eye-opening guide features to-scale images of different types of animal poo - including pandas, gorillas, ravens and
crocodiles - and a spectacular gatefold picture of the enormous dung belonging to Tyrannosaurus rex as well as salient facts
about the different varieties of poo maps of where each species is found globally and graphic comparisons of the size of
each poo compared to. It will open the eyes of young readers to the wonders of nature encouraging them to explore and
appreciate their local wildlife.

316. Minecraft Joke Book (Compilation) 

$9.99 $9.00

The official Minecraft Joke Book is packed full of hilarious jokes that will have you laughing your blocks off! There’s something
for every Minecrafter, whatever their age. Did you hear about the creeper’s birthday party? It really went off with a BANG! Why
does Alex love redstone lamps? Because they light up her life. Where do tired miners sleep? On bedrock.

317. Mucky Mini Beasts: Ants (Susie Williams) 

$26.99 $24.30

318. Mucky Mini Beasts: Centipedes and Millipedes (Susie Williams) 

$26.99 $24.30

319. Mucky Mini Beasts: Snails (Susie Williams) 

$26.99 $24.30

320. Mucky Mini Beasts: Worms (Susie Williams) 

$26.99 $24.30

321. Music Is My Life: Soundtrack Your Mood (Myles Tanzer and Ali Mac) 

$24.99 $22.50

322. M
 y First Book of Comparisons: How the World Measurers Up
(Clive Gifford and Ana Seixas) 

$24.99 $22.50

323. My First Yoga BOARD BOOK (Dorling Kindersley) 

$14.99 $13.50

This beautifully illustrated title will explore the wonderful world of tiny ants. Did you know that ants will eat almost anything they
can find, including fruit, fungus and dead animals. Find out more fascinating facts with this wonderful book about minibeasts.
This beautifully illustrated title will explore the wonderful world of centipedes and millipedes. Living down in the dark, damp
places, find out the similarities and differences between these two creatures. How many legs do they really have? Why do you
rarely see them in bright sunlight? How do they defend themselves from predators? What do these creatures look like in other
places around the world? Find out how to make a terrarium and watch millipedes close up.
Snails are amazing, mucky minibeasts. They have a silvery, sticky mucus that they leave behind as they move at their top speed of 45
m an hour/1 cm per second, making them one of the slowest creatures on Earth. Their slime means that they can move safely over
cut glass or a knife’s edge. Snails can be brown, yellow, red or pink. The world’s smallest snail is less that the size of a grain of sand.
Worms are amazing creatures. They get rid of dead leaves and animals from the ground. Their poo makes soil full of goodness
so that plants grow tall and strong. But did you know that worms don’t have eyes or lungs or teeth? Or that if a worm is in
sunlight for more than an hour, they’ll die.
How are you feeling today? Content, stressed, miserable, in love - or a million things in between? Fortunately, there’s music to match
any mood you can think of. This book has collected together a library of musics finest artists to get you through the good, bad and
sad times. Whatever you are feeling, these artists have been there and sung about it. Organised by mood, dip into the library to fall
in love with John Legend, shout about it with Alanis, or cry it out with Adele. Let them guide you through the messy business of life.

Packed full of facts this wonderfully illustrated book measures and compares everything from animals, space and dinosaurs
to machines, sports and people, and will captivate children - and parents too! Did you know that a blue whale weighs about
as much as 20 T-Rex dinosaurs? Or that a guinea pig is 70% water? This exciting picture book is full of these and many more
fascinating fact nuggets. Turn the pages and compare the fastest machines, the tallest buildings, the biggest animals, the
world’s highest fliers and much, much more.. Comparisons-Size
Discover the joys of yoga through the simple poses in this yoga book for kids. With a range of gentle poses carefully selected in
an order that will engage, energise, and then relax, this book can be accessed by all abilities. Sweet illustrations of yoga positions
are brought to life with real photographs of young children practising the moves. From downward dog, to cat stretch, to sleepy
sloth, this board book includes a variety of yoga moves that are made fun for little ones. Mindfulness-Wellbeing-Yoga
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324. Paralympic Power (Paul Mason) 

$19.99 $18.00

The profile of the Paralympics is on the rise and the 2020 Games in Tokyo are set to be the biggest yet, with over 4,400
athletes taking part in 537 medal events, from 5-a-side football to powerlifting and from badminton to boccia. Paralympic
Power gives all the essential background information on the Paralympics, from how they originated to how the different events
are categorised and staged. Interviews with Paralympians both past and present reveal the personalities behind the Games.

325. Portrait of an Artist: Claude Monet (Lucy Brownbridge and Caroline Bonne-Muller) $19.99 $18.00

Claude Monet is one of the best loved artists of all time. Find out how this special young painter strove to capture light and
feeling in his paintings and how together with a group of talented friends, he came to start the most famous art movement of
all time, Impressionism. In his long life he experienced war and heartbreak, love and the joy of family. See how his life shaped
each piece of art he made and that throughout it all he never stopped trying to paint the ever changing light and glimmering
water. In the end he built himself a garden filled with both, with waterlilies floating on dappled ponds setting the scene for his
last, infamous masterpieces. A Monet masterpiece is featured on every spread. This art story also includes a closer look at
10 of Monets masterpieces at the back. For all titles in this series type PORTRAIT OF AN ARTIST in the search facility at
www.pegiwilliams.com.au

326. Portrait of an Artist: Georgia O’Keeffe (Lucy Brownbridge and Alice Wietzel) 

$19.99 $18.00

Georgia O’Keeffe is known as the Mother of American Modernism, discover why in this first story book about Georgia O’Keeffe.
From humble beginnings living on a prairie farm, to taking the New York art scene by storm, to living a solitary life in the New
Mexican desert, find out how Georgia’s extraordinary life unfolded and how each place changed the ways her paintings came
out. See how her life shaped her much loved masterpieces and find out why she is such an important figure in the history of art.
An O’Keeffe masterpiece is featured on every spread. This art story also includes a closer look at 10 of O’Keeffe’s masterpieces
at the back. For all titles in this series type PORTRAIT OF AN ARTIST in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

327. R
 oald Dahl’s Creative Writing: Creative Writing with Fantastic Mr Fox
(Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake) 

$9.99 $9.00

328. R
 oald Dahl’s Creative Writing: Creative Writing with James and the Giant Peach
(Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake) 

$9.99 $9.00

329. R
 oald Dahl’s Creative Writing: Creative Writing with The Twits
(Roald Dahl and Quentin Blake) 

$9.99 $9.00

330. School of Laughs (Jim Dewar and Chad Mitchell) 

$9.99 $9.00

331. Sports Book 5th Edition, The (Dorling Kindersley) 

$39.99 $36.00

Plan brilliant beginnings, magnificent middles and excellent endings with the World’s NUMBER ONE Storyteller! Think up
terrific stories with Fantastic Mr Fox and learn how to structure the perfect plot. These super fun activities will help you to:
Improve language and vocabulary skills. Develop the tools you need to write your own stories. Learn how to use action scenes,
perspective and tense to write an exciting story. For all titles in this series type ROALD DAHL’S CREATIVE WRITING in the
search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

Discover limericks, narrative poems, acrostics and haiku with the World’s NUMBER ONE Storyteller! Float off with James
and his insect friends and learn how to use poetic language in stories and poems. These super fun activities will help you
to: Improve language and vocabulary skills. Develop the tools you need to write your own stories. Learn how to write with
rhythm and rhyme, and practise performing your very own poems. For all titles in this series type ROALD DAHL’S CREATIVE
WRITING in the search facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au

Write interviews, play scripts, diary entries and instructions with the World’s NUMBER ONE Storyteller! Get stuck in with
The Twits and find your own remarkable reason to write. These super fun activities will help you to: Improve language and
vocabulary skills. Develop the tools you need to write your own stories. Learn how to use persuasive language, entertain your
reader and add sparkle to non-fiction. For all titles in this series type ROALD DAHL’S CREATIVE WRITING in the search
facility at www.pegiwilliams.com.au
How do you get straight A’s? Write them with a ruler. What subject do wizards enjoy? Spelling. Knock, knock! Who’s there?
Lex. Lex who? Lex go-school is starting!

The ultimate guide to sports, this book is the perfect reference for the Tokyo Olympics in 2020 - an amazing year for sport. Discover
the origins, rules, and key players for more than 200 sports - from equestrian sports, athletics and gymnastics to winter sports and
extreme sports. Learn the key skills and tactics of the world’s best competitors, along with the latest facts and statistics, including
updated world and Olympic records. This fully revised edition includes fully up-to-date information on the rules and results for
more than 200 of the world’s greatest sports such as football, cricket, basketball and golf. It also offers an exciting overview of the
hugely anticipated Olympic and Paralympic Games in Tokyo 2020, along with coverage of all previous Olympics, and profiles every
Olympic sport, including the new ones for Tokyo - baseball, softball, karate, sport climbing, surfing, and skateboarding.

332. Star Wars: Joke Book (Compilation) 

$9.99 $9.00

The updated Star Wars Joke Book is sure to have you laughing your head off, with over 70 new jokes, refreshed images and
all your favourite new characters. Enjoy 96 pages of comedy gold from the galaxy far, far away. Use these jokes on your friends
to be crowned the funniest Star Wars fan around! Look out for companion titles Yoda’s Puzzles, with brainteasers to test your
Jedi wisdom, and Star Wars Mini Mazes, with over 60 mazes to find your way through.

333. S
 tory of Inventions: Book About World-Changing Discoveries
(Catherine Barr and Amy Husband) 

$24.99 $22.50

334. Tell Me What You Remember: Family Life (Sarah Ridley) 

$16.99 $15.30

335. Tell Me What You Remember: Food (Sarah Ridley) 

$16.99 $15.30

336. Tell Me What You Remember: Pastimes and Toys (Sarah Ridley) 

$16.99 $15.30

337. Tell Me What You Remember: School (Sarah Ridley) 

$16.99 $15.30

The world is brimming full of incredible inventions - but where did it all begin? How did these incredible inventions come
about? Journey back in time, travel across the world and discover incredible inventions from throughout history. Written with
bite-sized pieces of text and illustrated with bright and engaging artwork, this is the perfect introduction to some of the most
amazing inventions that have helped make history. Learn fascinating facts about the people behind these inventions and how
their discoveries changed the world forever. Inventions featured: The wheel, the compass, paper, clocks, gunpowder, steam
engines, vaccinations, computers, electricity, the telephone, the car, planes, plastic, nuclear weapons and the internet.
Everyone has memories of their early family life. This book gives young children access to people’s memories alongside
photographs to help them build up a picture of the past. From wartime families to holidays and family celebrations, young
children can explore what has changed and what remains the same.
Everyone has memories of the food they ate they had when they were growing up. This book gives young children access to
people’s memories alongside photographs to help them build up a picture of the past. From family meals to wartime rationing
young children can explore what has changed and what remains the same.
Explore changes in recent history through people’s memories, and personal and archive photographs. Everyone has memories
of the toys they played with and the pastimes they had when they were growing up. This book gives young children access
to people’s memories alongside photographs to help them build up a picture of the past. From teddy bears and construction
toys to dressing up and playing outside young children can explore what has changed and what remains popular.
Explore changes in recent history through people’s memories, and personal and archive photographs. Everyone has memories
of their school days. This book gives young children access to people’s memories alongside photographs to help them build
up a picture of the past. From nursery education to the transition to secondary school, young children can explore what has
changed and what remains the same.
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338. Unlocking the Universe (Stephen Hawking) 

$26.99 $24.30

339. Unofficial Guide to the Olympic Games: Champions (Paul Mason) 

$19.99 $18.00

340. Unofficial Guide to the Olympic Games: Events (Paul Mason) 

$19.99 $18.00

341. U
 sborne-Lift-the-Flap: Questions and Answers About Plastic Board Book
(Katie Daynes and Marie-Eve Tremblay) 

$19.99 $18.00

342. Vegetarian Cooking (Dorling Kindersley) 

$24.99 $19.99

343. What Is Mental Health? And Other Big Questions (Lucy Maddox) 

$28.99 $26.10

344. What’s in the Picture? (Susie Brooks) 

$19.99 $18.00

345. Wonderful Wisdom of Ants, The (Philip Bunting) 

$17.99 $14.39

Have you ever wondered how the universe began? Or what it takes to put humans on the moon - or even on Mars? What
would you do if you could travel through space and time? Embark on the adventure of a lifetime in this beautiful collection of
up-to-the-minute essays by the world’s leading scientists including Professor Stephen Hawking himself, plus mind-blowing
facts and out-of-this-world colour photographs.
Get up close with the champions of the biggest sporting event in the world! From shot-putters to ice-skaters, the Olympic
Games showcase the very best sporting achievements and feature some truly memorable personalities and performances.
Discover them in The Unofficial Guide to Olympic Champions!
Get inside the events of the biggest sporting occasion in the world! The Olympic Games feature a dazzling variety of sporting
events, from sprinting to fencing, and from powerlifting to rhythmic gymnastics. Together, they make for an amazing spectacle.
Explore them for yourself in The Ultimate Guide to Olympic Events.

Why is there so much plastic in the world? How does it help us? What’s the problem and how can we solve it? These are
just some of the 60+ questions answered in this timely and topical book. The facts are presented in a friendly and quirky way,
helping kids to understand this global predicament and inspiring them to be part of the solution.

Full of tasty and filling recipes, this vegetarian cookbook offers up a range of 50+ dishes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snack
time. Budding young cooks will be excited by the variety of healthy vegetarian meals that are incredibly easy to make. Studies
have shown that lowering your meat intake can be incredibly beneficial for your health as well as helping the environment.
Food fact files and helpful tips throughout the book give advice on how to achieve a balanced diet, ensuring every nutritional
need is covered for growing young minds and bodies.
Exploring and explaining the range of mental health, from wellbeing through to mental health problems, in a non-stigmatising,
accessible and accurate way. This book is about the whole range of mental health, from feeling good and being able to do
what we like, to needing extra help with thoughts or feelings or behaviours that have got out of hand. Having a mental health
problem is part of the range of human experiences that any of us could have, and the book includes pieces from a range of
contributors who share their experiences relating to mental health.
This simple, engaging introduction to art combines superb reproductions of an imaginative selection of artworks by artists
ranging from Rousseau and Seurat to Lowry and Van Gogh. With beautifully pitched text supported by friendly cartoonstyle illustrations, What’s in the Picture? invites young children to search for particular objects or other detail in the paintings
displayed. Further questions encourage children to examine each artwork and to explain, very simply, what is happening in
the pictures. Art-Artists
The answers to life’s biggest questions can be found in the smallest places, once you’re ready to look. Get set for an insightful
(and hilarious) peek into what we can learn from the world of the ant.

INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF PLANT HEALTH (346-365)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

346. Australian Landscapes Pack (Rachel Dixon) 

$59.99 $54.00

347. Beauty (Sandra Kendall)

$25.99 $23.40

348. Bee Book, The (Charlotte Milner) 

$19.99 $18.00

349. Can You Hear the Tees Talking? (Peter Wohlleben) 

$29.99 $27.00

350. Discovering Science: How Do Plants Grow (Kay Barnham) 

$24.99 $22.50

351. Emily Green’s Garden (Penny Harrison and Megan Forward)

$14.99 $13.50

352. Extreme Facts: Plants (Robin Twiddy) 

$24.99 $22.50

353. Going Bush (Nadia Wheatley and Ken Searle) 

$18.99 $17.10

Australia is an ancient country, with landscapes that range from snowy alps to red deserts. The plants and animals in
Australia’s landscapes include rare and unique species, some of which are descendants of the wildlife that flourished on
Gondwana, the prehistoric continent that existed long before Australia separated and moved across the globe to its present
location. Read about the sustainability issues that affect Australia’s natural environments, and what is being done to preserve
them for the future. Pack includes: Water in Australia, Forests in Australia, Mountains in Australia and Deserts and Savannahs
in Australia. Age10+ Geography-Aboriginal Studies-Australia-Australian Animals-Plants-Habitats
‘Mrs Lee lives next door, all alone. She hates our tree’...but does Mrs Lee realise how we are connected to each other, the
trees, the animals and the whole of the natural world? Beauty is a story that celebrates the importance of trees, community and
the relationships that nurture us all. Cleverly blending fiction and non fiction Beauty explores the role the Beauty Leaf Tree plays
in the wider community of animals, insects and plants. Environment-Conservation-Nature-Community-RelationshipsFamily Unit-Habitats-Trees-Wildlife
The Bee Book takes you on an amazing journey through the world of bees and tells you everything you need to know
about these fascinating creatures. Bees are incredibly industrious, brilliant at building, super social and - more importantly responsible for a third of every mouthful we eat! Learn to appreciate our fuzzy friends, discovering why their survival matters
so much. Nature-Pollination-Bees
Did you know that trees have parents, and tree grandparents with wrinkles? That tree kids go to school for hundreds of years?
That there is such a thing as the forest internet? And that trees make us healthy and strong? Sometimes, even trees get sick,
but we can help them heal. Can You Hear the Trees Talking? shares the mysteries and magic of the forest in language kids
will love and understand. Environment-Conservation-Nature-Trees-Habitats
This lovely picture book story tells the story of two children who find out about how plants grow.

Emily Green lives in a perfectly lovely house, in a perfectly lovely street where people are always busy and bustling, hurried and
hustling. One day Emily Green decides she wants to bring the outside into her home. She catches a glimpse of something
green on the pavement, and visits the library to learn more about plants. Soon she has created something magical. She just
needs to share it with others…
Did you know that plants make up 82% of all life on Earth? Or that there are over 200,000 plant species, and 40,000 of those
are found in the Amazon Rainforest.
In 2005 author Nadia Wheatley and artist Ken Searle developed a Harmony Project with sixteen students from eight infant and
primary schools in Sydney - some Muslim, some Catholic, some government schools. As well as experiencing the harmony of the
natural environment, the children were encouraged to learn about harmony between the traditional owners and the land, and to find
harmony in friendship and collaboration. Going Bush showcases some of the students’ illustration and writing, linked together with
art and design by Ken Searle and a narrative by Nadia Wheatley. Aboriginal Studies-Environment-Habitat-Plants-Trees-Nature
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INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF PLANT HEALTH (346-365)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

354. How Food Grows (Emily Bone) 

$24.99 $22.50

355. Let’s Get Gardening (Dorling Kindersley) 

$24.99 $22.50

356. Let’s Read and Find Out Science: Tree is a Plant, A (Clyde Robert Bulla) 

$12.99 $11.70

357. Living on the Veg: Guide to Life Without Meat (Clive Gifford) 

$19.99 $18.00

358. Plant the Tiny Seed (Christie Matheson) 

$19.99 $18.00

359. Planting a Rainbow (Lois Ehlert) 

$16.99 $15.30

360. Seeds Move! (Robin Page) 

$26.99 $24.30

361. Trees, Leaves, Flowers and Seeds (Sara Rose) 

$29.99 $27.00

362. Trees Make Perfect Pets (Paul Czajak and Cathy Gendron) 

$29.99 $27.00

363. We Are the Gardeners (Joanna Gaines) 

$24.99 $22.50

364. We Planted a Tree (Diane Muldrow and Bob Staake) 

$16.99 $15.30

365. World of Plants, A (Martin Jenkins and James Brown) 

$29.99 $27.00

This book explains how almost everything we eat grows from just a small seed - from how a seed sprouts and how fruits
grow from flowers by pollination, to how different plants produce vegetables, fruits, leaves, roots and grains. Tropical fruits,
cocoa beans and Asian vegetables are covered, as well as rice, wheat, corn, potatoes and more. Food-Gardening-Plants
Let’s Get Gardening is a wonderful start to building any child’s green thumb and encouraging them to do their bit for the
environment. This book includes three simple chapters - kitchen gardening, wildlife gardening and recycled gardening - each
with easy sustainability projects to inspire everyone’s inner eco-kid. Whether you have a big garden or a small windowsill, you
can do your bit to make the world a greener place. Gardening-Food-Vegetables-Planting

Did you know that a tree is the biggest plant that grows How does a tree get the food it needs What happens to trees in the
winter Read and find out about an apple tree’s life cycle through every season.
Are you thinking about giving up meat, but don’t know how to go about it? With both practical information and mouth-watering
recipes, this book is the perfect place for young people aged 8 plus to start. It outlines why people give up meat and how you
can change your diet and live healthily. It examines the different terms: vegetarian/pescatarian/vegan etc, has a very practical
Q&A section and explains how to read and understand food labels. The book takes you through the costs and benefits of this
change in lifestyle. It includes a section on food groups and information about how you can adapt your diet to get all the right
nutrients (such as iron). The book goes on to give tasty and easy-to-follow recipes for the whole family.
Beautiful collage-and-watercolor art follows the seed through its entire life cycle, as it grows into a zinnia in a garden full of
buzzing bees, curious hummingbirds, and colorful butterflies. Children engage with the book as they wiggle their fingers to
water the seeds, clap to make the sun shine after rain, and shoo away a hungry snail. Appropriate for even the youngest child,
Plant the Tiny Seed is never the same book twice-no matter how many times you read it!
This educational and enjoyable book helps children understand how to plant bulbs, seeds, and seedlings, and nurture their
growth. ‘The stylised representations of flower species are labeled throughout, allowing young children to get an idea of how
each flower type contributes to the rainbow effect.’ Gardening-Plants-Colours-Flowers
Every seed, big or small, needs sunlight, water, and an uncrowded place to put down roots. But how do seeds get to the perfect
place to grow? This exploration of seed dispersal covers a wide range of seeds and the creatures that help them move, from
a coconut seed floating on waves to an African grass seed rolled by a dung beetle, to a milkweed seed floating on the wind.
We couldn’t live without plants. We need them for food, shelter, even the air we breathe, yet we know surprisingly little about them.
Why do thistles bristle with spines? How do some plants trap and eat insects? Did you know there are trees more than 5,000 years
old? Trees, Leaves, Flowers & Seeds explores the mysterious world of plants to find the answers to these and many more questions.
Birthdays are the best days for wishes, and on this birthday, Abigail wished for a pet: a Dogwood tree she names Fido. Fido
is the perfect pet because he keeps Abigail cool during the day, listens when she tells him to stay, and even gives her air to
breathe! But not everyone thinks Fido is the perfect pet, and sometimes having fun with Fido is hard. Especially once he starts
growing up. But in the end, Abigail proves that a tree can be everyone’s best friend!

In We Are the Gardeners, Joanna and the kids chronicle the adventures of starting their own family garden. From their failed
endeavors, obstacles to overcome (bunnies that eat everything!), and all the knowledge they’ve gained along the way, the
Gaines family shares how they learned to grow a happy, successful garden. As it turns out, trying something new isn’t always
easy, but the hardest work often yields the greatest reward. There are always new lessons to be learned in the garden!
In this simple poem with environmental themes, illustrated by award-winning artist Bob Staake, two young families in two very
different parts of the world each plant a tree. As the trees flourish, so do the families . . . while trees all over the world help
clean the air, enrich the soil, and give fruit and shade. Environmental Issues-Conservation-Environment
Covering over twenty-five topics, learn all about the different types of plant – from carnivorous, to climbing, to tropical; explore
the world of trees; discover how plants have evolved and continue to survive in extreme environments and most importantly,
how crucial they are to our life on Planet Earth. From the domestic to the international, there is something for the whole family
here. Whether you want to learn the basics of photosynthesis, or explore the hidden world of Victorian plant hunters, this is a
lively, engaging and visually stunning look at the world of plants.

HOT TOPIC
ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE (366-386)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

366. 101 Small Ways to Change The World (Aubre Andrus) 

$19.99 $18.00

367. Australia’s Environmental Issues: Climate Change 

$19.99 $18.00

368. Children in our World: Protecting the Planet (Louise Spilsbury) 

$28.99 $26.10

It’s hard to believe that you could change the world, but it’s true! We’ll show you loads of awesome ways to help out family,
friends, yourself and the planet – and show how you’re never too young to make a big difference. Includes random acts of
kindness, craft projects, energy-saving ideas and much more. This is a practical, fun and creative book to inspire you at home,
school and in your local community and beyond! Remember, all big ideas start with just one person who decides to do things
differently. You could be that person.
Climate change is one of Australia’s biggest environmental problems. Why is climate change occurring and how does it
affect Australia? Climate Change explores the problem, as well as explaining the steps that need to be taken to combat it.
Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Environment-Weather
The Children In Our World picture book series helps children make sense of the larger issues and crises that dominate the news
in a sensitive and appropriate manner. With relatable comparisons, carefully researched text and striking illustrations, children can
begin to understand why it’s important to protect the environment, what climate change and global warming is, and why we should
cut pollution and recycle. Where issues aren’t appropriate to describe in words, Hanane Kai’s striking and sensitive illustrations help
children visualise the issues with images that are suited to their age. Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Activism

369. Earth Hour: A Lights-Out Event for our Planet (Nannette Heffernan and Bao Luu) $27.99 $25.20

Kids around the world use electric energy to do all kinds of things--adults do, too! From cleaning the clothes we play in,
to lighting up our dinner tables, to keeping us warm and toasty when the weather is cold, electricity is a huge part of our
lives. Unfortunately, it can also have a big impact on our planet. Earth Hour--a worldwide movement in support of energy
conservation and sustainability--takes place each March and is sponsored by the World Wildlife Fund for Nature (WWF). During
Earth Hour, individuals, communities, and businesses in more than 7,000 cities turn off nonessential electric lights for one hour.
Across each continent--from the Eiffel Tower to the Great Wall of China to the Statue of Liberty--one small act reminds all of
us of our enormous impact on planet Earth. Conservation-Environment-Sustainability
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HOT TOPIC
ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE (366-386)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

370. Geographics: Earth’s Resources (Izzi Howell) 

$19.99 $18.00

371. Great Lizard Trek, The (Felicity Bradshaw and Norma MacDonald) 

$24.99 $22.50

372. Greta and the Giants (Zoe Tuckaer and Zoe Persico) 

$19.99 $18.00

373. Greta’s Story: Schoolgirl Who Went on Strike (Valentina Camerini) 

$19.99 $18.00

374. Hello, Mr World (Michael Foreman) 

$16.99 $15.30

375. If Polar Bears Disappeared (Lily Williams) 

$26.99 $24.30

Learn about earth’s resources, from water and wood to diamonds and coal. See how we gather, process and use these materials to
make objects and create electricity. Discover why our supply of resources is running out and find out how recycling and renewable
forms of energy can protect our planet for the future. Mining-Renewable Energy-Recycling-Deforestation-Fossil Fuels-Farming
Rocky, an ornate dragon, lives on the granite rocks in the southwest of Australia. His ancestors have lived in this hot
environment for around 10 million years, and for more than 60,000 years, they have lived alongside Indigenous Australians.
Rocky’s habitat is under threat, and his desert relatives in the north are facing challenges due to rising temperatures. Using his
knowledge of Indigenous culture and language, along with Western science, The Great Lizard Trek follows Rocky in his journey
to see what the future may bring. Aboriginal Studies-Australiana-Environment-Climate Change
Greta is a little girl who lives in a beautiful forest threatened by Giants. When the Giants first came to the forest, they chopped
down trees to make houses. Then they chopped down more trees and made even bigger homes. The houses grew into towns
and the towns grew into cities, until now there is hardly any forest left. Greta knows she has to help the animals who live in the
forest, but how? Luckily, Greta has an idea... A section at the back explains that, in reality, the fight against the ‘giants’ isn’t
over and explains how you can help Greta in her fight. Ages 5+
Greta’s story is about hope, courage and determination. You are never too young to make a difference. It’s 20 August 2018,
late summer in Stockholm, and it feels incredibly hot in the city. The TV news reports rising temperatures, and there have
been numerous fires throughout Sweden. Fifteen-year-old Greta Thunberg decides she can’t wait any longer- politicians have
to do something to save the environment. Instead of returning to school, Greta takes a placard and goes on strike in front of
Sweden’s parliament building. Greta’s protest began the Fridays for Future - or School Strike 4 Climate - movement, which
millions have now joined around the world. Greta has spoken at COP24, the UN summit on climate change, and has been
nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. This is her story, but also that of many other girls and boys around the world willing to
fight against the indifference of the powerful for a better future. Ages 9+
In this topical picture book, Michael Foreman - twice winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal and described as “the greatest
illustrator-storyteller of his time” by Michael Morpurgo - brilliantly shows what climate change is doing to our world and inspires
us all to make a difference. Mr World doesn’t feel well. He’s hot and sweaty and finding it hard to breathe. What will the doctors
find when they examine their poor patient? Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Environment-Weather
The Arctic is home to many different kinds of animals. They can be strong like a walrus, tough like a lemming and sometimes
hard to see like a polar bear. But now their habitat is melting at an alarming rate. As the Arctic ice melts, polar bears are
threatened with extinction. What are the terrible consequences if polar bears truly disappeared? Artist and writer Lily Williams
explores how such a loss would affect other environments and animals across the planet in this clever, gorgeous book
demonstrating the vital importance of polar bears. Endangered Species-Polar Bears-Conservation-Habitats

376. Join the No-Plastic Challenge!: A First Book of Reducing Waste (Scot Ritchie) $29.99 $27.00

Learn about the problem of single-use plastic - and what to do about it. For his birthday celebration, Nick has challenged his
friends - Yulee, Sally, Pedro and Martin - to spend the day without using any single-use plastic. This means they use their own
cloth bags for shopping, they say no thanks to plastic straws and, instead of balloons, they decorate with kites and streamers
made of natural materials. The children discover that not using plastic is not that hard. They also learn about what plastic is
made of, how much of it surrounds us and how it’s polluting our oceans and affecting the food chain. Most importantly, the five
friends learn ways to use less - including just saying NO! Environmental Issues-Pollution-Rubbish-Waste-Plastic-Citizenship

377. Look After Your Planet (Lauren Child) 

$19.99 $18.00

378. Mess That We Made, The (Michelle Lord and Julia Blattman) 

$29.99 $27.00

379. Our House is on Fire (Jeanette Winter) 

$29.99 $27.00

380. Stand Against: Pollution and Waste (Georgia Amson-Bradshaw) 

$27.99 $25.20

381. Take Heart, Take Action (Beci Orpin) 

$19.99 $18.00

382. Tale of a Toothbrush, The (MG Leonard and Daniel Rieley) 

$16.99 $15.30

383. Ten Things I Can Do to Help My World (Melanie Walsh) 

$17.99 $16.20

Lola is clearing out some of her old things because she does not want her bedroom to ever get as messy and pongy as Marv’s
older brother Marty’s bedroom - yuk! Charlie persuades Lola that instead of throwing her things away, she should recycle them.
‘Recycle it? What is that?’ asks Lola. With a bit of help from Charlie, Lola learns all about recycling and how it is extremely
very important to look after our planet. Soon she has found an extra-specially fun way to do more recycling - and gets lots of
her classmates to join in too! Environmental Issues-Recycling-Sustainability
The Mess That We Made explores the environmental impact of trash and plastic on the ocean and marine life, and it inspires
kids to do their part to combat pollution. Children can imagine themselves as one of the four multi-ethnic occupants of the
little boat surrounded by swirling plastic in the middle of the ocean, witnessing the cycle of destruction and the harm it causes
to plants, animals, and humans. The first half of the book portrays the growing magnitude of the issue, and the second half
rallies children and adults to make the necessary changes to save our oceans, before it is too late. Ages 5+ Environmental
Issues-Pollution-Rubbish-Waste-Plastic
When she was fifteen years old, Greta Thunberg’s teacher explained to her class that our climate is changing-the earth is
getting warmer, the polar ice caps are melting, and life on earth is threatened. Greta was devastated. What could she do?
If the grown-ups weren’t doing enough to save the planet, Greta would have to demand change herself. So she went on
strike, skipping school every Friday to sit outside of the Swedish Parliament building with a sign that read “School Strike for
Climate.” At first, Greta was the only one. But gradually, more and more students joined her, until her lone protest had sparked
a worldwide student movement for action on climate change. Now, a year later, Greta is speaking to audiences of world
leaders at important meetings like the United Nations Climate Conference and the World Economic Forum. She is leading the
conversation on climate change and sparking worldwide conversation on how to save our planet. Greta is showing everyone
that even the smallest person can make a big difference, and this picture book informs and inspires young readers who are
beginning to learn about the world around them. Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Activism
A young activist’s guide filled with real ways to make a difference Get motivated to stand against pollution and waste in your
community and the world with this introduction to non-violent activism. Young activists: follow the practical and effective methods
in this book, and help mobilise others to clean up our planet now! Environmental Issues-Pollution-Rubbish-Waste-Activism

We don’t know what the future holds, but there are things we can do to make a positive impact on the world today. From
saving water and protecting nature to having gratitude, here are twenty conversation starters to remind us we have the power
to make our Earth a better place. Renowned Australian illustrator, Beci Orpin, created this book for anyone who wants to
create a more open hearted and sustainable world. Ages 5+ Sustainability-Activism-Environment
A brilliantly topical and delightfully funny picture book from internationally bestselling author M.G. Leonard, that shows
children what happens to their plastic toothbrushes after they’re thrown away. Children use their toothbrush each morning
and evening, and get new ones every few months. That’s billions of toothbrushes! What happens to them all when they’re no
longer needed? And if toothbrushes take thousands of years to break down, what does that mean for our planet? Ages 5+
Environmental Issues-Pollution-Rubbish-Waste-Ocean-Plastic
A beautifully simple book for small children where transforming pages reveal ten things that everyone can do to help conserve
their world. Many of them, such as turning off the television properly, walking to school and turning off lights when leaving a
room, are about conserving energy. Others, such as feeding the birds in winter and growing plants from seed, will encourage
an understanding of nature and conservation. Ages 5+Environmental Issues
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HOT TOPIC
ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE (366-386)
(RRP) (SCHOOL)

384. This Book Will (Help) Cool the Climate (Isabel Thomas) 

$15.99 $14.40

385. This Book is Not Rubbish (Isabel Thomas) 

$15.99 $14.40

Discover how YOU can cut greenhouse gases, and tread more lightly on the planet. Become an eco-warrior, not an eco-worrier,
with 50 practical tips to really make a difference! Our planet is in peril and it needs your help! But the good news is that there are
loads of easy ways that you can make a difference. From lift-sharing to switching body sprays, there are so many things you can
do to help fight climate change. Complete with myth-busting boxes and counter arguments to put climate-deniers in their place,
this is a one-stop guide to transform eco-worried kids into eco-activists. Environmental Issues-Climate Change-Activism
Discover how YOU can ditch plastic, reduce rubbish and become an eco-warrior, not an eco-worrier, with 50 practical tips to
really make a difference! Our planet is in peril and it needs your help! But the good news is that there are loads of easy ways that
you can make a difference. From throwing a planet party and ditching straws, to banning glitter and becoming an art-activist,
helping to save the planet is not as difficult as you think. Environmental Issues-Pollution-Rubbish-Waste-Plastic-Recycling

386. Young Dark Emu: A Truer History (Bruce Pascoe) $24.99 $22.50

Using the accounts of early European explorers, colonists and farmers, Bruce Pascoe compellingly argues for a
reconsideration of the hunter-gatherer label for pre-colonial Aboriginal Australians. He allows the reader to see Australia
as it was before Europeans arrived — a land of cultivated farming areas, productive fisheries, permanent homes, and an
understanding of the environment and its natural resources that supported thriving villages across the continent. Young Dark
Emu — A Truer History asks young readers to consider a different version of Australia’s history pre-European colonisation.
Aboriginal Studies-Farming-Agriculture-Sustainability

NATIONAL SIMULTANEOUS STORYTIME
(Wednesday 27th May 2020)
387. Whitney and Britney: Chicken Divas (Lucinda Gifford) 

(RRP) (SCHOOL)

$17.99 $14.39

Whitney and Britney are two gorgeous chooks, Fluffy and silky with stunning good looks.Dora is perplexed about where her
chooks go each night. Little does she know, they are Whitney and Britney, Chicken Divas! National Simultaneous Storytime
2020 Rhyme-Friendship-Music-Chickens
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